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Forum seeks to
enhance campus life

An Accomplished Activist

By Lipika Choudhury
News Writer
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During the March 24 masterplanning forum, Ken Duffy, an architect with SRG Partnership, presented an up-to-date draft of the campus masterplan. The masterplanning process is expected to continue
through the year 2023, which is the one-hundredth anniversary of
UPS at this location. Duffy said that the masterplan is essentially
"what we'd like to grow into over an extended period of time." This
forum was intended to illustrate the progression the masterplanning
team has made in the past months, and students, faculty and staff
were encouraged to attend and weigh in with their ideas and opinions.
"[The forum] is critical to the future of the University in order to
nurture the environments which we come to find and adore at UPS,"
junior Ted Meriam said. "We need the infrastructure to support that,
and as current students we have the opportunity to participate in this
ongoing project,"
Much thought has been given to increasing the social dimensions
of campus by providing incentives for students to live on campus. The
masterplanning team hopes to do so by diversifying student housing
options. There are multiple ways to diversify student housing, including: University-owned housing that is suite style (modeled after
Trimble), as wfiltss Apartment and townhouse-style buildings. The
houses will be located along Alder Street, but the plans are far from
finalized. The masterplanning team is still considering popular
options seen at other schools as well as listening to student opinions
for what will work best on this campus.
"You have to give students an incentive to live on campus, and this
can be done by providing housing with many amenities," Senior
Senator Dave White said. "I really like the new housing ideas because
it will enhance the campus community. By integrating older students
back into campus life we can continue a tradition, and an ongoing dialogue will be established."
During the whole process, the masterplanning team has given consideration to the larger neighborhood of which the campus is a part,
specifically in relation to opening up the campus to the surrounding
communities. This will be accomplished by dearly defining the borders of the campus as well as integrating art with open space
throughout campus.
"This newly created open space will be an invitation for outsiders
to explore what is on within the campus community, and it will also
enrich the quality of the landscape significantly," Duffy said.
The most significant building to be constructed is an events center
with an expected capacity of 800 people. It is proposed as a place for
both students and faculty to convene. Although the exact location of
See FORUM, page 2
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RISE ABOVE EMPIRE

—

Reverend Dr. Burchell Taylor appeared on campus last week, challenging atten-

dees of his lecture to consider how modern powerful nations reflect empire characteristics.
By Sarah Norris
Assistant News Editor
Jamaican Dr. Reverend Burchell Taylor urges
one and all to examine hegemony and move away
from the shadow of empire. In a large crowd in
Schneebeck Concert hall, on Thurs., April 1, Taylor
gave an address titled, "Stepping Out from the
Shadow of Empire," as part of the Swope Lecture
Series. The day of his address, The Trail sat down
with Taylor for an interview.
Could you please characterize your efforts in
Jamaica as a preacher and an educator?
I am pastor of a church, and this church has a
very active social outreach ministry. And these
ministries are meant to relate to the immediate
needs and more long-term needs of members of
the community. So they are needs that relate to
health, education, welfare and development, and

these are very well received and we think we are
making a contribution to the development of the
community. Our education indudes adult literacy
... In church, our aim is to make our membership
theologically literate, so we try to take them
through a more than average understanding of the
faith and that is important for us because we
believe that times are challenging and that persons
need to have a good understanding of the faith
and make sense of life in its complexities and its
challenges ...
What do you think your motivations are
behind your work as a pastor and an educator?
I would say simply a commitment to people
and the formation of people and the transformation of the structures that impinge on people.
What do you think those structures are?
See ACTIVIST, page 4

Mobility day aims to raise awareness
By Sarah Turner
News Writer
"What's it like to use a wheelchair to get around campus? What kind of endurance is required to get from
Wheelock to Wyatt on forearm crutches?" These are questions which participants of Mobility Day will seek to
answer.
Mobility Day, a new event on the UPS campus, commences at 12 p.m. on Fri., April 9. It will start in WSC 101,
where participants will meet with organizers to obtain
instructions, guide sheets and support devices such as
wheelchairs or forearm crutches. Volunteers will then
move about the UPS campus using these aids. They will
be asked to try accessing certain "problem areas" of the
campus, such as the fourth floor of the Collins Memorial
Library, which is difficult to access using mobility devices.
Participants will have use of the support equipment for
several hours, in order to better understand what it is like
using such equipment on a daily basis.
Marie DeBenedictus, Coordinator of Fieldwork
Activities for OT/PT, refers to this as "putting yourself in

someone else's position," and adds that "until you do that
for a significant amount of time it is difficult to know what
their experience is truly like."
Mobility Day will conclude at 3:30 p.m. in the Trimble
Hall Forum, where organizers and participants will meet
for a debriefing session. During this session, participants
will have the opportunity to share the experiences and
insights gained while using the assigned equipment.
Several members of the UPS community who live with
disabilities every day will be present to facilitate this discussion.
Mobility Day offers participants several potential benefits, one of which is the opportunity to take the place of
someone who has a disability that limits his or her mobility.
"There's a lot of finer points of the experience of being
disabled that get lost on average people," Hillary Russian,
a second-year physical therapy student, said.
Russian related an experience she had some time ago
when one of her Physical Therapy classes was located in
an area of Howarth Hall that is not wheelchair accessible.
A key was needed to unlock the wheelchair elevator, a key
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A BIT TOO STEEP—The no wheelchairs sign in front of
Trimble Hall has since been erased.
which Russian did not have because she uses a wheelchair

See MOBILITY, page 4
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2 News

By Nyree Sarkissian
Student Life Writer
Imagine having to do more work for an extra-curricular activity than any of your classes at UPS. This task
would be frightening to most students, but to the members of Pi Kappa Delta, the University's debate team, it's
more than worth it.
The debate program was founded by Dr. Charles Battin
in 1922. This year's team is one of the best that UPS has
ever had. The parliamentary teams focus on numerous
topics dealing with current events, and were placed 9th
and 13th out of 50 teams in the National Parliamentary
Tournament of Excellence last week. The CEDA teams,
which focus on policy debate and research one topic for
the entire year, are presently competing at the National
Debate Tournament in Washington DC where only 72
teams in the nation qualify to attend.
Communication professor Derek Buescher, the debate
team coach, says that being a member of the debate team
is a "tremendously empowering activity" and that the
"debaters work hard to prepare for these events which are
one of the most educational activities outside of class."
Buescher, who himself debated throughout college at
Whitman as a CEDA debater, also functions as a judge
during the tournaments.
Debaters are judged on the merit of their arguments

and ability to articulate their case in the time allotted.
Besides coaching the UPS debate team, Buescher also
recruits students. Most prospective debaters learn about
the debate team coming during high school due to UPS's
high school tournaments and scholarships, others hear
about the debate team upon arriving at UPS and decide to
join.
Junior Melissa Case has been part of Pi Kappa Delta
since her freshman year and was a member of her debate
team in high school. She became involved in high school
because of her interest in drama. She found the "competition addicting" and was also excited to have a place where
"young people got together to talk about current events."
"It's a great opportunity to have discussions in a competitive fashion," Case said.
Case is a parliamentary debater, covering topics from
birth control to the war in Iraq.
During competitions, debaters are allowed 20 minutes
prior to each debate to write cases for their topics.
Research is a huge part of debating because debaters have
to research every aspect of the topics to be prepared to
write out all they can in those 20 minutes before the competition. Each round takes about one hour, including the
writing, and there are six topics per competition.
Case hopes to be a lawyer; largely due to her experiences as a debater. She feels that being a member of the
debate team will greatly help her in her career because it is

Students targeted with credit card offers
By Johanna Walker

News Writer
"A turn to the left, a turn to the right, and then one
last turn to the left." "Clink!" "Arrgh — more credit
card junk mail!" Visa, Mastercard, or Discover — they
are all the same. They can't spell "Puget" correctly,
and they are working very hard to appeal to college
kids. The question lies in how a company like
Citibank obtains so many student campus mailbox
numbers.
"They are not getting it from the Registrar's office,"
Brad Tomhave, the Associate Registrar at UPS, said.
Mail Services, the Financial Aid Office, the Director
of Student Affairs, the Dean of Students and the
Admissions Office are not handing out students' personal information either. UPS follows the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
FERPA allows the University to publish personal
student information into a directory, like the telephone
directory or online directory. However, students can
choose to have their personal information removed
from the directories.
The University does not release or sell this information to other groups like credit card companies.
There are only two groups that the University will
grant access to: the military and institutions that are

completing research studies. However, these two
institutions have to pay a $50 fee and are required to
keep the information confidential.
The ways in which credit card companies and other
marketers get ahold of students' personal information
is a mystery.
Although its possible to access the student directory online, it doesn't seem practical for a large corporation to spend valuable time downloadng the each last
name in the directory, letter by letter.
Mail Services advises individual students to call the
company and ask them to remove their names from
their list. However, I called Citibank to get on their
"Do Not Call/Mass-Mail" list, and in order to get on
the list I had to give them my whole address and
phone number again.
During the 15 minute phone call I asked how they
got my address and phone number.
"It is a marketing list that we purchased from some
marketing company," a Citibank representative said.
With an infinite amount of marketing companies
that could access marketing lists, it is essentially hopeless to stop the junk mail flow. Students often recieve
catalogues from retailer JCrew, not to mention innumerable Victoria's Secret catalogues.
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such a competitive and aggressive field.
"Women especially have a hard time dealing with crit- •
icism," Case said. Competitions and debates have helped
her deal with losing and being criticized.
A debater's argument needs to be strong and wellthought out, and they need to know both sides of the issue
equally well, otherwise it leaves them vulnerable to the
opposition. Case feels this versatility will prove useful in
her future career as a lawyer.
Not only do these students spend hours per week on
their research, they also devote a significant amount of
time to projects with inner-city high school students and
debate camps, Buescher said. They attempt to get students, especially women, involved in debates because it
familiarizes them with current world events.
Although UPS has an equal ratio of women to men on 411
their debate team, in general there are significantly more
male debaters than female, which is why it's so important
to try and get women involved.
"Even though it is such a time-intensive activity with
huge commitments, it's a very useful tool to have," Case
said.
The parliamentary teams are leaving for Los Angeles #
this week for nationals, their last tournament of the year,
where 300 teams will compete

Senior Nyree Sarkissian loves a good argument, but she
would't dare start one with a debater.n.

Forum

Continued from page 1
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this building is still being debated, it is supposed to offer
students with a much-needed venue for club meetings, concerts and even graduation.
"By creating social spaces we are giving an interactive
capacity to the campus," Duffy said.
Other additions include a black box theater that will double as a venue for dance productions, as well as a complete
renovation of Kittredge Gallery with highly visible gallery
space to increase audience size.
All those involved in the masterplanning process intend to
keep students involved.
"The masterplan sets broad guidelines. When it comes
time to decide the specifics of each of the projects, there will •
be time for focus groups and forums. The main process at this
time is to use the website to contribute, and give feedback
there," Kris Bartanen, Dean of Students, said.

Sophomore Lipika Choudhury has become the campus Master
Planning expert.
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Freshman Johanna Wallner really likes the holographic
Discover stickers that come in her junk mail.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

rut Steven Klein. LSAT sp
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price or $895.
I can answer any LSAT question - let me prove it. Call now
a free seminar:
524-4915
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Freshman class size
will increase in 2004
•
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VOX talks sex weekly
By Colleen Woodrow

News Writer

By Lipika Choudhury

As the birds and the bees find their way into
Puget Sound's springtime landscape, take a break
from your Sunday night studies to learn about
"the birds and the bees."
Students can get answers to various sex-related questions at the communal viewing of "The
Sunday Night Sex Show," sponsored by the Voice
for Planned Parenthood (VOX). "The Sunday
Night Sex Show" is hosted by Dr. Sue Johanson,
an elderly Canadian sex educator who hosts the
show to promote education about sex. Though
Dr. Sue is not on campus, the communal viewing
for the campus community allows for questions
and discussions to be generated among Puget
Sound students.
VOX, short for the Latin vox populi, meaning
"voices of the people," is in its inaugural year at
the University of Puget Sound. VOX is part of the
national Planned Parenthood organization,
aimed at college campus chapter outreach and
education. VOX strives to spread the work of
Planned Parenthood.
Puget Sound's VOX chapter works with the
local Planned Parenthood affiliate. The affiliate
provides resources, support, speakers for events
and some funding for the chapter. VOX aims to
achieve their educational goal through legislative
advocacy by encouraging political activism about
women's health and sex education in schools. The
chapter is teaming up with the national Planned
Parenthood organization to achieve the goal of
educating the community about the negative
aspects about abstinence-only sex education as
opposed to comprehensive education. In addition
to legislative advocacy, VOX also aims to promote
a "sex positive" environment on campus.
"We want to encourage talking about sex, by
talking about how to have safe sex. We hope to
get people talking about responsible, safe sexual
actions," VOX President Christina Stenstrom
said.
As part of creating a "sex positive" environment, Stenstrom and the group initiated the community viewing of Dr. Sue's Sunday Night Sex
Show. Stenstrom thought that the campus buzz
about the television show should be shared, and

News Writer
Ironically, the administration's decision to increase the size of the
incoming freshman class from 650 students to 675 students was made
before the applications were even returned.
"Enrollment management is an ongoing process of making decisions
and looking at where we stand," Vice President for Enrollment George
Mills said. "This year's applicant pool is the largest and academically
the strongest ever, but the decision was made before we were aware of
this."
The administration doesn't intend to increase the size of the
University.
S
"We are moving in a direction of a lower student-faculty ratio in an
effort to maintain stability. This decision came out of a lot of discussions
and from looking at a lot of data," Academic Vice President Terry
Cooney said. "This decision reflects the expectations set by the institution and won't have an effect of increasing the student body."
Instead, the amount of transfer students admitted each year has been
decreasing slightly.
"The transfer [population] has grown smaller because we are clearer
about our status as a liberal arts college. We do not admit students who
will struggle because the experience should be positive and fun," Mills
said.
The 3.8 percent enrollment increase will most likely not be noticed
because the freshman class number still falls within a range that the
I administration is used to working with. After all the freshman are
admitted, it is possible that a few freshman seminars will be added to
accommodate the students. Enrollment figures are based on several different criteria including the size of the freshman class, number of transfer students, retention rate of students and students participating in
study abroad programs..
"We are hoping to achieve a stable basis of students on campus; we
do not want the population to grow or shrink. We are in a stronger position with freshman recruiting and are [therefore] ready to increase the
number of the freshman class," Cooney said.

•

•

•

Sophomore Lipika Choudhury can't wait for a new freshman class.

COXINTDOliN TO ORADLIATION:

in creating the community viewing of the show
hoped to have interesting discussions about the
topics Dr. Sue covers.
VOX campus advocacy goes beyond "The
Sunday Night Sex Show" sponsorship. In the fall
of 2003, the group brought two international population speakers to campus who spoke about
international family planning in recognition of
World AIDS Day.
"It was a good event. I think it was good that
it went beyond the domestic concerns. The talk
really... showed that family planning is a concern
the world over," Stenstom said.
The chapter is also planning a "sex-education
workshop for grown-ups." Co-sponsored by the
Diversity Center and BGLAD, VOX is hosting a
one-day sex education workshop, focusing on
communication in relationships and an instructional element regarding sex issues. The emphasis
is safe sex.
The group received funding from the
Diversity Center to contract professional sex
workshop speakers from Seattle's Toys in
Babeland store for the event.
"The Diversity Center has really been so supportive of this event and of our chapter. Their
support cannot be downplayed," Stenstrom
noted.
The event will be April 21 in Raush
Auditorium and is free to the campus community. It is open to all genders and sexual orientations. The contractors from Toys in Babeland will
be raffling off prizes and will provide information
about safe sexual practices.
As for the chapter in its inaugural year, VOX is
very busy getting established on campus.
"We're trying to get club status with ASUPS so
that we can be a staple on campus like Campus
Greens and BGLAD — we want to be a permanent fixture on the club scene," Stenstrom said.
The chapter strives to address reproductive
issues on campus, legislation, the options that
people in relationships and in sexual situations,
and healthy decisions that people can make for
sexual actions.
Contact vox-officers@clubs.ups.edu for more
information.

Sophomore Colleen Woodrow thought Toys in
Babeland was a children's fable.
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Continued from page 1

Very often the structures are working against the structures of people because they are managed by the few with
advantage, and so we have to be alert to the kind of structures that are set up to manage life and treat institutions of
control. Unless we are very comfortable, structures can be
anti-human and so I am interested in people and that they
are not managed by structures and that they manage
structures for the common good.
A biography of you mentioned that you write papers
and conduct various studies, and I was wondering what
topics or issues you are most interested in that you have
researched.
They are fairly of a wide-ranging nature but they are
(Biblical), I would say ethics, and faith and culture, where
faith interfaces with culture and how politics and theology interrelate. These are some of the issues I am interested
in.
What are some of you findings?
[My] findings are that the church at the moment, speaking from a Christian point of view, has to rediscover its
servant formation. And has to become more interested in
living not as part of the center but as part of working for
people who are marginalized. I think that we need to
admit that we have reached what I would call the break of
a Christendom when the church had authority and the
church could just speak and everybody would stop and
listen. I think that secularism, I think that pluralism and I
think that the postmodern way of life these things have
seen to it that the church must now reassume its servant
role rather than a role of being at the center of authority
and supporting administration by sharing power proximity by power. I think we need to rediscover that servant
role.
In your address, what points receive the most empha-

sis?
I plan to emphasize the way people have certain
human fundamentals threatened by living in the shadow
of empire ... and to introduce what I would think are some
of the impulses that would drive people of not wanting to
settle in and be conformed to the phenomenon of empire.
I also want to point out that at this stage in history, no
country or set of countries would want to claim that they
are empire but that in truth, the realities are, that they are
embracing the qualities and character of empire. And that
is a blind spot we need to address so that we can have a
family of nations without any one pretending to be
empire.

•

•

What do you hope students and faculty come away
with after your lecture?
To have their consciousness raised and to be able to
take a critical stand to what are the present arrangements
in the geopolitical setting, and that people should be just a
little more critical of what is happening.

•
Nathan Carley/ASUPS Photo Services

PREACHING AWARENESS—Taylor urged students to

stay informed and listen to dissenting voices.
How do you suggest students at UPS be more critical
of geopolitical affairs?
Well, one to be more informed and also, in being
informed, that they themselves must be a little more critical in relation to the information that is being received and
... to listen to dissenting voices but not necessarily to
accept but be aware of things that people find difficult. I
would say, to have a worldview that is more embracing of
all peoples and not to be carried away by profiles and by
labels that are attached to persons in any discriminatory
way.
Could you characterize an enduring memory from
your childhood?
Oh! My childhood! Riding a bicycle to school, to my

high school 14 miles per day. One way. So, 28 miles all
together.

•

Do you have a significant memory from your time as
a pastor you would like to share with the campus community?
I would say one of the great memories is that of being
a pastor [for a long time at one place] and to see the development of persons from childhood straight through to
adulthood. Marrying those who I dealt with as babies and
dealing with their babies. That would be one of the great
memories.

Senior Sarah Norris is a cyclist too, but was lucky to have a
dad who drove her to school as a child.

Gay speaker shares Greek experiences
By Kathleen Converse

News Writer
"What would you do if your best friend told you he or
she was gay?" Shane L. Windmeyer, a gay speaker who
has spoken on over 290 campuses, posed this question
during his lecture at a Greek chapter meeting last
Monday night. His lecture was a mixture of fun activities,
testimonials and serious issues about being gay in our
society.
Windmeyer started out the lecture lightheartedly, having three straight girls and three straight guys come up to
the front and test their GPA (Gay Point Average). The test
consisted of four questions about gay pride and ended
with having each of them do a "Z-snap" where the person
moves their hips and marks the figure Z with their arm,
snapping at each point of the Z, to "gay songs" like
"Dancing Queen" and "I Will Survive."
The questions asked were things like what the colors
of the gay flag are (rainbow), what geometric shape represents the gay community (an upside down triangle),
what Greek letter represents gays and lesbians (lambda)
and then had them list three TV/movie characters who
either play a gay character or are openly gay in real life.
The last question brought the conversation into a more
serious light. Windmeyer pointed out how our society
thinks of gay people in terms of stereotypes not as indi-

viduals. People tend to picture gay men like Jack's character on Will & Grace and not as a 250 lb, black football
player.
Someone doesn't have to be a theater major in trendy
purple clothes to be gay, although Windmeyer did comment in response to where gay people shop, that the GAP
stands for Gay And Proud. However, he also pointed out
that gay people also shop at Wal-Mart and challenged
everyone at the lecture to get to know a gay/lesbian as
more than a stereotype.
He then began to tell his personal story of how he
knew he was different starting at 12, but didn't come out
until he was 22, saying, "I wanted to be open and honest
about who I am."
He explained how he eased into telling his fraternity
he was gay by putting signs up on his door and gradually telling people he thought would react well.
Windmeyer's fraternity gave him a great deal of support
and a member of the frat who made anti-gay jokes and
often wore a shirt with the logo, "Silly faggot, dicks are
for chicks," completely supported Windmeyer. This lead
Shane to talk about how often males put down gays to try
to seem more "manly", and how common comments like,
"Oh, that's so gay" have become on college campuses.
Regardless of the fact that his fraternity brothers made
insensitive comments they were more supportive than
his family.

That seems to be the case at UPS as well. A member of
Beta commented that, "We have three openly gay guys in
our frat and it's no big deal. We're all pretty cool with it."
Windmeyer also talked about the darker side of being
homosexual. For example, the fact that gay people can't
get married in most states keeps them from having protection for their families. It is also legal for people to be
fired or kicked out of their apartments for being gay.
The next issue Shane brought up was the brutal murder of Matthew Shepard who was beaten to death and
strung on a fence like a scarecrow. He also explained that
the same day on a nearby campus, some Greek members
put a scarecrow on their Homecoming float because they
had a Wizard of Oz theme and wrote "faggot" on one side
of the scarecrow. This float passed only a few blocks from
where Matthew Shepard lay on his deathbed with his
family by his side.
Members of UPS sororities and fraternities have
shonw themselves more accepting of homosexuality.
" My best friend is bi-sexual and she came out to me.
It doesn't matter to me at all, I still love her,"Kait Alley, a
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma, said.
Windmeyer is trying to spread this kind of attitude
through his books, Secret Sisters and Out on Fraternity
Row, as well as through his lectures and website:
lamda10.org.

March 31, 2004
At 10:24 PM Security staff contacted a suspicious vehicle parked near N. 13th and
Lawrence. The occupants, both non-students,
were in possession of drug paraphernalia.
Tacoma Police responded.
April 3, 2004
A student who lives near N. 14th and
Washington Streets reported his 2000 Honda
Civic stolen from in front of his house. Tacoma
Police later recovered the vehicle, less the interior.
April 4, 2004
Security contacted several students in their

University residence who appeared to be violating the campus alcohol policy. One student
who refused to cooperate with staff was
arrested by Tacoma Police for underage consumption.
April 6, 2004
Amale faculty member was punched by an
individual in the main second floor foyer of
Thompson Hall. After a brief conversation, the
man suddenly and without provocation
punched the faculty member. The victim
called for help and a few students came to his
aid. The suspect fled the building and traveled
north on foot.
***Remember to close-up windows at
night. Sometimes, with the warmer weather,
this safety precaution is over-looked.

•

•

•

Kathleen Converse is a recent addition to the News staff.

Mobility
The following incidents ere reported to
the Security office:

•

Continued from page 1

on a limited basis. To make matters worse, the phone provided for
emergency use was also in an inaccessible area. Though Russian was able
to resolve this situation, it was a very frustrating experience for her.
Currently, UPS officials are working to improve the accessibility of the
campus.
New buildings such as the Wyatt, Phibbs and Trimble Halls have been
constructed to be access-friendly for people with disabilities. Also, according to John Hickey, Disability Services Coordinator, the University spends
an average of $185,000 a year to improve campus accessibility.
A major focus of Mobility Day is to provide education regarding disability issues and especially about how these issues relate to diversity.
Thus, Mobility Day's motto is "Turning the Mirror: Reflections on Inclusion
and Exclusion." Because the issue of disability has the potential to include
or exclude community members, the community should be educated about
it. "It's not a pity thing; it's a general awareness thing," Russian said.
Mobility Day is jointly sponsored by the Diversity Theme Year,
Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy and the Community
Involvement & Action Center.

Junior Sarah Turner was shocked to see the strange painted wheelchair sign on
the pavement outside of Trimble Hall.

•
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Activists destined for DC
By Tyesha Green

•

Student Life Writer
We are biologists, writers, African-Americans,
Caucasians, Latinos, Asians, well-off, poor and not to
sound too corny, but hey ... we are the future. Individually
and collectively we are making a difference in this world.
And making our voices heard is exactly what we should
we doing. Get acquainted with the actions of two of our
fellow students: junior Steve Larson and senior Lorraine
Goldberg.
On April 25, 2004, Larson and Goldberg will make history in Washington, D.C. They will be participating in the
March for Women's Rights, which is co-sponsored by the
American Civil Liberties Union, Black Women's Health
Imperative, Feminist Majority NARAL Pro-Choice
America, National Latina Institute for Reproductive
Health, the National Organization for Women and
Planned Parenthood Federation of America. The march
will last for three hours and will cover a distance of two
miles, from the Smithsonian museums to the National
Mall.
Officially, the march will push women's reproductive
health issues to the forefront of Washington DC's political agenda. But what does this march mean to you personally?
Lorraine Goldberg: It is supposed to be the largest
march in the history of the United States. To me that is
amazing. I want to march with other activists who share
the same beliefs and understand the importance of the
march.
Steve Larson: For me, it means a necessary and vital
rejuvenation of the feminist movement in the wake of
increasing inequality and injustice based solely on gender.
How did you hear about it?
LG: Ms. Magazine. There was a feature article regarding the march. I knew immediately that it was something
I wanted to be a part of.
SL: I read an announcement about it over winter break
on an alternative news website. I was surprised that it
hadn't been advertised on any of the mainstream media!
It's going to be enormous!
Many marchers will walk because they have been
effected personally by the issue. Why are YOU going?
LG: I am going for many reasons. First because I am a
woman. I want to voice my strong beliefs regarding
women 111. over the world and their necessary access to
rep,
cAvtryjsIs1 , 6)vait to march not only for myself,
but alsb for thauture women of America. Access to reproductive services is incredibly important for women of all
ages and socio-economic classes. And that access is in
major jeopardy right now due to the current administration. It's an issue that goes beyond the morality of abortion, but affects the lives of women regarding sex education, contraception, the global gag rule, and access to

health services.
SL: Every voice counts in this game. Because we've got
a crisis on our hands, a very serious one that seems to
come from and reinforce other crises. At this point I find it
morally irresponsible to ignore such a crisis, to sit on the
fence. I've got a voice on this matter and I intend to use it!
Steve, you're a busy man taking time out to attend the
March for Women's Rights. Why are you so determined
to be there?
SL: Because there's no reason why men should be
afraid to call themselves feminists!
What statement does your presence at the march
make to the UPS community?
SL: I never really thought about what "statement" it
makes, but I guess it is pretty unique. I have long struggled with living on the oppressor side of so many oppressive systems. I can't erase the unearned privileges that
come with being a certain gender, race, or class. But I can
work tirelessly for an end to those privileges. Men especially need to realize that.
Lorraine, are you excited that a man from our community will be present? How important is it to you that
both genders from the UPS community be represented
at the march?
LG: Steve is an integral member of the campus community, especially as an activist. I met Steve through a
women's studies class. In that class I learned of his passion
for human rights and justice in the world. Many people
don't realize that issues related to reproductive services
should be an issue for women and men, that their lives
would be greatly impacted. Therefore, representing both
genders of the campus community is integral to the movement and shows that men should be just as passionate
about the reproductive rights of women.
What information or suggestions are you expecting to
bring back to the UPS community?
LG: I hope that people will be more aware of the issue
not only on a global level, but on a personal level as well.
I hope to share my experience with friends and others
who are interested, particularly my personal interactions
with others attending the march, how it felt to be a part of
something that I strongly believed in and how we were
received in Washington DC. I am not looking to transform
the campus community, but I hope that those who do
believe in the importance of reproductive rights will feel
inspired to ignite the campus' underlying passion for progressive action.
SL: The flood of information at these events is mindboggling; seeing so many people talking and networking,
well, there's nothing quite like it. It is very humbling. I still
need to know more about women's rights, and this march
will help. There are literally millions of ways to move with
this information back on this campus or within Tacoma.
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What did you think of
Foolish Pleasures?

"I think the voting was rigged. I
really do."
Devon LaBelle
Freshman

"I got free pizza
and pop, so at
least that makes
up for the 15
minute ego-trips."
Kimron Thomos
Sophomore

"A lot of the films
were hard to
understand; it
made my brain
hurt."
Alysa Joaquin
Junior

Freshman Tyesha Green attend the march in spirit.

"The plunger is
great campus
lore."
Ted Meriam
Junior

•

•
"It got started too
late and they didn't have the video
working, but the
comedian was
funny."
Ashley Comar
Sophomore

•
•
•
Andrea Magee/ASUPS Photo Services

PUNCHING FOR POWER—Leaders Matt Elm, Scott McAmis and Kat Van Scriver at Student Development training for

•

2004-5 Orientation and Residence Life put their fists in the air to show their support as allies for all students after a diversity
seminar. Workshops on ethical leadership, diversity issues, indusive programing and icebreakers permeate training as student leaders prepare for their roles on campus in the upcoming year.

Don't forget to turn in submissions for our "Name the Section" contest! Win a $35 gift
certificate to the UPS Bookstore! Fame and Glory are yours! Hurry! Deadline April 13.

•

"I would like to
see more filmmakers on campus. I felt like a
few dominated."
Chris Sakaguchi
Freshman

The Campus Pulse is by sophomore Megan Buscho
who is majoring in Politics and Government.
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Violence dominates democratic elections
By Michael Allen

Opinions Writer
The
typical
theory propagated by liberal academics and politicians is that democratic governments generate
peace and are inherently more stable than autocratic or tyrannical
regimes. Yet, 2004 has become a
year in which democracies across
the globe have had their elections
focused on, influenced and determined by violence and outright
war. This trend, starting early in
the year, seems to be leading up to

a grim prefor
quixotic diction
the tale of
knight
the United
States'
errant
Presidential
election in
November.
The most prominent example is
the recent terrorist attack in Spain.
Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar
made a massively unpopular move
(90 percent of the public opposed
it) and decided to support the
American war in Iraq. Within a few
days of the election, a bomb went
off in a train and killed two hundred people. Some people have

Thumbs
Our 'Pica, of lifc oil campus

To YOU, for picking up "The Trail."
Return of the campus masturbator.
Spotlights used as publicity tool at
Foolish Pleasures.
Technical difficulties at Foolish
Pleasures.
Men's and women's Lacrosse.

aptly coined this "Spain's 9-11."
In Spain, word was quickly
released that this was an AlQaeda-influenced operation and
did not originate from Basque
resistance, thus linking the
attack to Aznar's decision. The
Socialist party, which advocated
withdrawal from Iraq, gained a
massive victory in the area. And
now — with a new agreement
made with oppositional members — has effective control over
the presidency and both houses
of parliament.
Other democracies have been
significantly changed due to
national and international violence. Taiwan's March 20 elections resemble Florida in 2000.
People who want their democracy to be legitimate, or have other
political agendas, have taken to
the streets to protest and violence has blossomed on both
sides.
On the day of Taiwan's election, the current president was
wounded by an assassination
attempt that garnered sympathy
and potentially won him the
election. Many believe it was
staged, but either way, violence
was fundamentally involved
and will continue to emerge
until the results of the election's
results become clear.
March 27 marked Nigeria's
local elections, and the All
Nigeria Peoples Party (ANPP) is
accused of using violence and
intimidation tactics to gain 24 of
25 local governments over the
Peoples Democratic Party.
Dozens of people have been

killed in districts on or around
Election Day while hundreds
have been arrested for murder.
Furthermore, Georgia had a
revolution in the November
2003 presidential elections as the
election appeared to be ripe with
fraud. The US and Georgia's
surrounding community asked
the sitting president, Eduard
Shevardnadze, to step down
from power to prevent bloodshed. Mikhail Saakashvili, a US
educated lawyer, replaced him
and had a fairly successful parliamentary election on March 27.
However, the semi-autonomous
region of Adjara has been
adamant with their distaste of
Saakashvili, as two weeks prior
to the election, local police officers fired over his motorcade
and almost brought the region
into a fully armed conflict.
These are only four examples
of how violence has played into
national elections this year,
though there have been exceptions, such as France, that have
remained relatively calm (and
relatively anti-war). This trend
holds potentially dire predictions for how the United States
will look in a few months.
One direct determinant of
who is elected in 2004 will be
whether or not President Bush
will get an endorsement for his
"war on terrorism" and subsequent invasion of Iraq.
However, aside from having a
public endorsement of multilateral liberal engagement versus
unilateral pre-emption, local
violence may flare out to influ-

ence the outcome.
The United States may be in
for a violent attack as we are the
standard-bearers for this current
global regime of pre-emption
and foreign regime change. The
issue of "blow-back" against
United States' foreign policy did
not end in the climactic events of
2001, but will continue to be a
threat. This is especially the case
where violence is proven to turn
the tides of democratic decisionmaking. The issue seems a bit
more unpredictable in the
United States as a violent attack
can swing voters either way. The
fear of terrorism can easily give
an endorsement to hard-line tactics against terrorism and a
crack-down on civil liberties
instead of a less aggressive US.
It's the former that is the worse
prospect as the cycle will only
continue and solidify as the tactics by different actors in these
micro-conflicts intensify.
If we want to have an
unadulterated election cycle and
a safer public sphere, then our
actions abroad must not be simple acts of aggression to preserve a fading hegemonic dominance. Our actions should
instead secure a liberal framework that ensures that "democratic peace" is allowed to exist.
Perpetuating a cycle of unilaterally-aggressive
acts
only
empowers individuals to act
wantonly, and effectively
destroys international institutions that would otherwise serve
to check violence.

Junior Michael Allen loves P&G.
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Internationalist: is it really free?
By Morgan Johnson
Opinions Writer

A bad NCAA Championship
game.

RDG.
Sewage systems down on South side
of campus.

"Global Citizenship:
An Interfaith Forum"
A panel presentation by members
of Puget Sound student religious
organizations to speak from diverse
faith perspectives about
faith and global citizenship.

1 I I It
'CZ:
16‘.

Sponsored by the
Religious Organizations Council (ROC)
and Spirituality & Justice

to this lack of controversial viewpoints.
Apparently the magazine has had
the
difficulty finding sponsors too, although
classical we were told last semester they would
Only on a university campus can a
be forthcoming. A recent event in the
liberal
publication totally
status of national newspapers is of interignore economic
est here. The Wall Street Journal surrealities and still surpassed the New York Times in terms of
vive. Last semester "The Internationalist" resorted
subscribers, since it was allowed to count those
to dishonest advertising that impinged upon the
subscribers who pay for its online service (where
character of ASUPS officers in order to receive
the Tunes provides this service for free) allowing
funding from student dues. "The Internationalist"
the Journal to charge more per ad. If "The
is still being funded by student dollars, only now Internationalist" did a little market research, they
there is a total lack of student oversight. No longer
might be able to provide demographic informafunded by ASUPS, the magazine is now funded by tion on their reader base, as well as provide an
a few academic departments and administrative estimate of the number of readers. Doing that
offices, which receive funding from student would likely increase the number of companies
tuition. The money is still yours, only your voice is willing to advertise in it as they could be more cereasier to ignore. Ostensibly "The Internationalist"
tain that their ads would reach their desired audiis free; how something can be called free when we
ence, and in large enough numbers.
pay for it whether we read it or not is beyond me.
"The Internationalist" has a wonderful layout
It must be one of those fuzzy math things.
and an unknown amount of campus support. So
The quality of the writing and the choice of topfar, however, it has failed in its aims to find a
ics tend to be rather good, though I have to won- source of funding other than students. Given that
der whether or not these articles count towards the the source of funding is out of student hands, it is
number of articles professors at this school are
likely that the magazine will continue regardless
required to publish. It would be a really easy way of student support. In striving for a reduction in
for professors (making up 36 percent of the arti- the acceptance of spoon-fed information, the magcles) who might have difficulty publishing else- azine has also been found wanting, given their
where, to publish in a student-run journal.
inability to find sources who present international
In the introduction of the magazine, editor
views which do not condemn Bush, support leftist
Nick Edwards talks about creating a dialogue on guerrillas or make an emotional plea for the sufcampus and admonishes us to avoid being confering of Mexicans attempting to enter this countrolled by the ideologues on either end. This is try. Regardless of how one may feel about these
rather amusing given the dominant leftist bias in positions, they are certainly not the sorts of things
the magazine. In defense of this bias, the argument likely to spark dialogue on a campus that mostly
is made that there is a lack of submissions, never
agrees with all of these views. Expecting a magamind that in stating such the editors are making
zine that cannot find funding outside of the UPS
the same justification that colleges did before affirbubble to present viewpoints outside of the UPS
mative action, namely that "minorities don't apply bubble sounds rather silly to me.
here." If the magazine intends to increase deliberThe death threat senior Morgan Johnson has been
ation, it needs to work harder at finding solutions
waiting for is in Kimron Thomas' Letter to the Editor.

•
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Thursday, April 15, 8:00 p.m.
Rausch Auditorium (MC 003)

All invited!
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Letters to the

not one of our major concerns. Generally, paper is not
stored where the public can access it, so it is not an issue
with which we are overly concerned.

Editor

•

Jade Pelger

Right-wing faculties do exist

•

•

•

To the Editor:
This paper has recently printed numerous articles and
columns concerning a bias in the hiring process for faculty at Puget Sound. A recent example is the opinion piece
in which Morgan Johnson attempts to use the Duke faculty and the sociology department at UPS as proof of university hiring processes being slanted toward the left
("Political Bias In Classroom Needs Balance" March 11,
2004).
My question is, would Johnson and his fellow conservatives be complaining about rightist bias were they economics students at George Mason University or history
students at Yale, where the departments house notable
conservatives Vernon Smith and John Lewis Caddis?
Certain schools having left-leaning faculties does not
mean academics on the right are shut out.
These conservatives appear to be writing these articles
— and, in the case of the College Republicans at UW who
carried out the "affirmative action" bakesale, taking action
— simply to antagonize leftist communities.
Kelly Nelson

•

a

•

Defending paper use statistics
To the Editor:
I just read the "Paper gluttony rampant in library" article and want to clarify a couple of items that sound a little
confusing. 1) When students submit a print job in the
Information Commons, the pop-up window indicates the
number of pages for the job, but the cost reflected is based
on the number of pieces of paper that are needed to complete the job (ie. a 4-page article printed one page per side
of paper would reflect a cost of $0.20).
2) When gathering print statistics we primarily look at
the number of pages being printed, not necessarily the
sheets of paper being used. The greatest costs involved in
printing are toner and printer maintenance as well as the
initial cost of obtaining the printer. We look at paper consumption ,as a general indicator
. of the amount of printing
ocett„ prifT
the Vorip0
t4-cotrirrion§. Also, the article
—
implies the librar }pis very concerned with theft of paper.
We are aware that paper theft can happen however, it is
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Rejected Thumbs: crossing the
line, too offensive
To the Editor:
I've waited several days since reading Friday's Trail
to write this letter because I wanted to be certain that I
wasn't responding irrationally to what was intended as
a harmless joke. There was even a label printed below
Chad Asmussen's "Top Ten Rejected Thumbs" warning
that "this section is completely false and ridiculously
offensive." While I am usually immune to the less sensitive style of humor, I felt that Thumb Down #3,
"Lighthouse for angering GOD with sh*tty musical performances," leapt right over the edge of what is appropriate.
The obvious religious sneer set completely aside,
this Thumb neglects the truth of the matter to the point
of absurdity. The members of the Lighthouse Worship
Team commit upwards of six hours a week of their personal time to bringing music to the Tuesday night attendees, and are deeply devoted to what they do. I imagine that one could find few club officers as closely
involved with their organization as these people are
with Lighthouse. On a more artistic level, to describe
their music — even in jest — as "sh*tty" is flat-out unacceptable. They are all unbelievably talented musicians,
both skilled at what they do and enthusiastic about
sharing their gift with others, and as a group they
spend hours in discussion and rehearsal with the
explicit goal of bringing to Lighthouse the very best
music that they possibly can.
While the placement of such an article as "Top Ten
Rejected Thumbs" in the A&E section is itself a questionable decision on the part of the editorial staff, I felt
it to be my responsibility as a huge fan of these musicians to speak up on their behalf and let people know
something of the facts.
,

—Esther Morgan-Ellis

Get the facts straight: second
hand smoke still kills
To the Editor:
On February 25, following a trend that has emerged
from California to Ireland, Uganda to New York,
Tacoma Pierce County Court of Appeals reinstated a
resolution banning cigarette smoking in all indoor, public spaces — including restaurants, bowling alleys, and
bars. In response, opinions writer Morgan Johnson
wrote a column ("Smoking or non?," April 2) whose
fanatical enthusiasm and obscuring of facts is reminiscent or mat presented by tobacco companies themselves.
The issue at hand is not, as Mr. Johnson would

I
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have you believe, one of private property rights.
Rather, this is a desperate tactic pursued by the author
to scare the readership into support of his argument.
Nor is this an issue of sodomy, which Mr. Johnson
presents as a reasonable parallel to the issue of second,
hand smoke consumption. Indeed, I believe that consenting adults should be allowed to do what they
please behind closed doors, but again, public cigarette
smoking is a far cry from the anal-intercourse argument
that he proposes.
By introducing such irresponsible and superfluous
issues into the debate while ignoring the actual content,
purpose and facts involved, Mr. Johnson's cognitive
dissonance has led to a distorted, sell-defeating article
that has only served to complicate the discussion surrounding an important topic. it is mti hope that with the
publishing of this letter the campus community may be
presented the truths that Mr. Johnson has so idealisti
cally ignored.
All of the preceding, however, is just one man'
opinion, with just as much worth as Mr. Johnson'
What follows are the facts that the author in questio
either failed to recognize, or intentionally distortedfj
Either way, it is important for these truths to be presented in order for us all to see the other side of the
story, and to allow us to make our "own decisions,
based on [ourj own analysis of the facts."
As the article in question mentioned, "The dose
makes the poison." Employees in the affected places of
business spend forty-plus hours a week surrounded by
secondhand cigarette smoke. This smoke, which Mr.
Johnson so eloquently tried to convince us of being safe,
is known to contain over 4,000 chemicals, 200 poisons
and 43 carcinogens. Furthermore, secondhand smoke
is estimated to cause approximately 3,000 lung cancer
deaths and 35,000 heart disease deaths in nonsmokers
each year. It is, quite simply, the high dose of such a
deadly poison experienced by employees of bars, etc.
that has prompted the enactment of smoke-free workplace legislation worldwide.
As Mr. Johnson notes, a 1993 EPA report on the dangers of cigarette smoke was ruled invalid by Judge
Osteen of North Carolina. What Mr. Johnson fails to
mention is the fact that North Carolina is the nation's
top tobacco producing state.
The fact is that in areas where public smoking has
been banned, the incidence of heart attacks has
dropped as much as 50 percent in a period of only six
months. While I respect Mr. Johnson's opinion as a
'classical liberal,' the results are undeniable, and I
implore him to assume a higher degree of journalistic
integrity when presenting his public with 'the facts.'
Oh, and Morgan, it is my understanding that you
hope to receive a death threat in response to your articles by the end of the year, so here you go: Embrace
your right of choice. Boycott if you will, and patronize
institutions that allow smoking if you like. Hell, start
(or continue) smoking if it pleases you, for we both
know that it's your right. Just know that if you do so, I
can promise you that your life will end much sooner
than it might otherwise.
Kim•on Thomas

7645 Pacific Avenue #39
Tacoma, Washington 98408
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How would you respond to being inexplicably punched in the
face?
A. Punch back.

C. Kindly ask the pugilist to cease and desist.

B. Call for burly student help.
D. Cry and run to mommy

•
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Attention Students: It's the perfect time to score a fantastic summer job!
We are College Pro Painters and we are currently hiring for the summer.
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Earn $8-$11/hr plus bonuses!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Full time, summer, outside work.
Full-time Painter and Job Site Manager positions are available throughout
Washington and Oregon -- come and check them out now!
Find out how we can help you realize your potential at (888) 277-9787.
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Long, winding road leads Bricker back
By Tyler Roush
Editor in Chief
Altogether, women's lacrosse coach
Beth Bricker has spent over 35 years coaching at the collegiate level. She knew early
on that high school wasn't the place for
her.
"I did my student teaching at a junior
high and high school, and I sort of decided
that there's no way that I'm going to be
teaching there," Bricker said. "I couldn't
see myself checking gym clothes or checking for hall passes."
Despite her aversion to hall passes,
Bricker is very particular about punctuali-

ty. She says that those who know her
know to show up on time.
"I had a team at (the University of)
Rhode Island....(Two players) were supposed to pick me up for a six o'clock practice...and they were late picking me up,
which means that they were going to be
late for practice. But the problem was, I
was going to be late for practice," Bricker
said. Knowing their coach's affinity for
timeliness, the two players pushed the
envelope a little too far.
"They were so worried, they got a
speeding ticket on the way, which made
them later," Bricker laughed. "You could
hear a pin drop in the car on the way to

practice."
Bricker established the lacrosse program at Rhode Island, and also coached
field hockey, volleyball and basketball.
From there she went to the University of
Oregon, where she served as a graduate
assistant in women's basketball, then
moved to Idaho State to coach basketball
for three years. Other stops include a role
as executive director of a Division-I
women's conference out of California, and
three years coaching a lacrosse club team
at Cal. It's enough for Bricker to describe
her coaching résumé as "eclectic."
After so many years of moving around,
Bricker finally settled in at UPS, where she

first coached basketball for nine years, and
has spent the past six years in lacrosse.
"I kind of feel like I've come back home,
full circle to the sport that's really my
favorite," Bricker said.
Bricker was introduced:to. la.crosse during graduate schbolNtherTglie-firaSied'on a
club team with an All-England team member, who piqued her interest in the sport.
It's been her greatest love ever since.
Her coaching philosophy is pretty
straight-forward: play your best, and play
fairly.
"That's the hallmark of my coaching. I
want them to enjoy themselves, I want
them to play well, and I want them to be
fair and honest and have good sporting
behavior," Bricker said.
,
,
+Avow ii, )7 3.,
There is also an etement,Of, empoweroiwarioqz...n c
.
merit to her sty
>frTir'
"I try to have my players consider
themselves as women, instead of girls,"
Bricker said. "If you want to look at it as a
calling, I think that all my life my objective
has been to have women be in a place
where they are acknowledged for their
abilities and for being who they are."
Her passion for acknowledgement
extends to lacrosse as well. Though few
are truly familiar with it, Bricker believes it
to be among the very best of sports.
"I tell the players when they come out
that once you start (playing lacrosse), and
you get that game in your blood, you
won't want to stop playing," Bricker said.
The UPS team seems to confirm this
sentiment, channeling their passion for the
sport into a very successful opening to the
2004 season. Though their varsity record is
just 2 2, they are 12 - 3 overall. Last weekend they advanced to the final round of the
Western States Tournament in Stanford,
Calif., where they lost to a San Francisco
club team consisting of former college
players. It was a strong showing for a very
young team—in fact, not one player on the
team is a senior.
Team chemistry is vital for the squad,
and Bricker believes that a good coach can
help foster kinship and camraderie among
teammates.
"When times get tough, it's the team
that hasn't yelled at each other during the
season that will pull through."
Editor-in-Chief Tyler Roush always asks his
staff to write well and write fairly.
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A HAND TO LEND—Women's lacrosse coach Beth Bricker talks fundamentals with one of her players during a lacrosse practice on
April 7. Bricker's coaching career has spanned the sports of lacrosse, basketball, tennis, field hockey, volleyball and swimming, and taken
her to schools such as the University of Rhode Island, Idaho State University, University of Oregon and Cal.
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but doesn't neglect to smell the roses

As you can see, Hamilton is a big proponent of
keeping the proper perspective on life, and especially softball. She knows that there is more to her
life and to the lives of her players than softball,
and strives to maintain a balance between softball,
academics and fun in her players' lives.
Hamilton is able to achieve this balance
because she can relate to her players and the difficulties they face in their roles as student-athletes.
Hamilton was an All-State performer in both volleyball and softball at Arvada West High School in
Colorado and moved on to be a four-year starter
in both sports at Idaho State. She was never comfortable with the pressures that were put on her by
coaches who would get mad at her for putting academics first, so when she became a coach
Hamilton vowed never to put her players in the
same situation.
"School does come first," senior infielder
Marisa Gillaspie said. "If you have a school commitment she will work with you, but you still do
have a commitment to the team. You need to be
working your hardest for three hours a day."
The funny thing is, Hamilton never planned on
becoming a coach. After gaining her undergraduate degree in journalism, Hamilton became the
Sports Information Director for women's sport at
her alma mater for three years. She saw herself
ending up in sports broadcasting, but knew she
needed more experience before she could achieve
that goal.
"One of the reasons I took the job here was that

I really wanted to go be a sports information direc-

tor at a school for men's sports," she said.
"Generally any women in the business (20 years
ago) were doing just women's sports and so here I
had an opportunity to do all 23 sports and I really
liked that."
There was one fateful string attached to the job
offer though — she had to be a "spring sports
coach" as well. Hamilton grew up in a baseballoriented household, where dinner table conversations mostly consisted of how to hit the outside
pitch or how to defend a bunt. One of her brothers
was drafted by the Anaheim Angels and played
eight years of professional baseball. The other
played football for the University of Colorado.
Considering these factors, softball was obviously
the perfect fit.
Of course, she still had to figure out how to
make the transition from playing to coaching,
which was not always easy.
"The players I had the first couple of years
were very patient as I learned about coaching and
how to be a coach," Hamilton said. "The X's and
O's and managing the game is the easy part, but
it's really about managing people and trying to
motivate them and keep them interested."
Despite the trials she faced in the beginning,
Hamilton grew to love coaching and decided it
was what she wanted do for the rest of her life. She
made two decisions early on that have served as
the foundation of her program. The first was to
stress academics as much as softball. The second
was not to get caught up in focusing on how far
players can hit the ball, but on attitude and ener-

gy. Hamilton sees these as the things that her team
can control, whereas errors and hits and rain are
more out of their control.
In her own life, Hamilton maintains balance by
visiting her family in Colorado as much as possible, playing lots of golf in the summer and working around her North End home.
"I'm one of those North End home owners who
likes to putter in their yard and play with their
garden," she said. Hamilton stressed the puttering, saying that she often doesn't know how days
around her house disappear, just sweeping the
garage or planting flowers.
With softball Hamilton does anything but putter around, according to Athletic Director Amy
Hackett.
"She's very professional," Hackett said. "She
wants to make the experience a quality experience
for everybody, whether it's her student-athletes,
the coaches, the visiting team or the officials."
It is the strength of her commitment to the program and her players that defines Hamilton, and
will decide when she decides to become a fulltime putterer.
"There is nothing better than a road trip and
the bus ride back," she said. "I still enjoy all that
stuff and so I think at the point where I don't then
we'll make that decision. I think it's the fair thing
to do."
Make no mistake, though, that time has not
come and she is itching to make it back to the
National Championship game soon.

Doug Sprague believes a rose is a rose is a rose.

Orechia goes the distance for UPS track
By John Dugan

Assistant Sports Editor
There is one thing that cross country and track and
field coach Mike Orechia wants to make eminently clear to
any, and all
tifivt
• o
tellers: he didn't get in to the coaching racket fl!ii VT-"1'
*kPOit1W._,1
.
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"I could have gone into construction business with my
uncle, and made more money than I can even dream of,"
Orechia said. "This is what I love to do; I love teaching
kids and coaching runners."
The direct beneficiary, at least since 1997, of Orechia's
decision to coach for a living has been the University of
Puget Sound. Orechia has guided the men's and women's
cross country teams to three conference championships
apiece, the women's track & field team to two national
top-ten finishes, and two cross country Coach of the Year
awards (in 2001 and 2002, for women's and men's, respectively). But you would be hard-pressed to get Orechia to

ilk

admit' tliaf he'g'iensilArisible'fiiii those accomplishments.
"I like to think that it (the success) is a combination of
the athlete making the system, and the system making the
athlete," he said. "We don't get a lot of state champions to
come here. We want people who love to run, and want to
work hard, and they can get better here."
This give-and-take approach to his athletes doesn't
mean that Orechia is light on the teaching aspect of a
coach's responsibilities.
"(Coaching legend) Amos Alonzo Stagg used to say,
'It's not what a coach knows, it's what the athletes learn,"
Orechia said. "That's something I really believe in. If I
can't pass some learning on to the kids I'm coaching, then
I'm not doing my job.
"In terms of the technical aspect, running just comes
down to exercise physiology and biomechanics. You have
to have an understanding of that stuff to understand
coaching running."
Got that? Even if you don't, don't worry about it —
that's as technical as Orechia gets, who is more interested in
effort than science. In Orechia's view, coaching goes hand in
hand with teaching, something he believed enough to get
his bachelor's and Master's degrees in education.
"It's a chore to get a group to work towards one common goal," Orechia said. "People who can't control their
students or their athletes aren't going to be successful ... I
knew going in what I was getting into. I knew I had to
treat each person as an individual, and give them that
respect. I went in with my eyes wide open."
That approach helped Orechia to get off to a running
start in the world of track and cross country. He started his
college coaching career as an assistant in 1983 at San
Francisco State University, before becoming the head cross
country and track and field coach at the University of
Chicago in 1987. In ten years at Chicago, Orechia coached
the women's team to two UAA championships, earning
two Coaching Staff of the Year on honors in the process
(for the outdoor and indoor teams). He also saw ten All-

•
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HE YEARS FOR THE CUP

—

UPS cross country and track coach Mike Orechia discusses strategy with one of his athletes

during a recent track practice. Orechia has been involved in collegiate coaching since 1983, with stops at San Francisco State,
the University of Chicago and UPS. Altogether, he has earned four Coach of the Year awards.
Americans go through Chicago, and has watched four
individual national champions and 27 All-Americans for
both track and cross country come through Puget Sound.
This year, Orechia sent senior Dan McLean to the Indoor
National Championships, where he finished in the top 30
in an all-divisions race.
In the end, Orechia, who is light on mottos and sayings
and heavier on overall philosol
✓ants nothing more
than for his runners to make sure they aren't cheating
themselves on the track. His words can echo very nicely

into the rest of life, actually.
"(My coaching style) is kind of an accumulation of a lot
of techniques I learned," he said. "I kind of pick and
choose what to pass on, some cue words that athletes pick
up on ... If there's one thing I always tell my runners, it's
don't get passed at the end. If you feel someone coming up
on N
tail, and you don't make the effort to stay in front
of them, then maybe it wasn't worth running at all."

The last time John Dugan went the distance, he pulled a
hamstring.
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The UPS community surveys Jesus and his controversial film career
By Tim Baars

A&E Writer
He has been called the Alpha and the
Omega, the Creator, the Bread of Life, and
any number of other names to describe his
life and work. But what was the life of
Jesus Christ really like, and how should his
life be portrayed through the medium of
film?
These are questions that any director
making a film about Jesus must answer,
but whose answers will inevitably cause
disagreements amongst the film's audience: is their interpretation too dependent
on one of the Gospels? Does their interpretation portray Jesus as either too Godlike
or too human? Does their interpretation
disrespect Jesus? Certainly, one only needs
to have read a newspaper in the last two
months to understand the complexity of
the issue, as evidenced by the fierce debate
over Mel Gibson's portrayal of Jesus' crucifixion in "The Passion of The Christ" as

anti-Semitic or historically inaccurate.
The UPS organization UMeth (UPS
United Methodist Fellowship) and Theme
Year Peer Ministry plan to continue this
discussion of the portrayal of Jesus in film
by co-sponsoring the Jesus Film Fest, starting this Friday at 5 p.m. in Wyatt 109. The
festival will show four films representing
Jesus or Christ-like figures starting at 5
p.m. with "Joshua," the tale of a carpenter
who comes to work in a small mid-western
town whose inhabitants soon begin to
wonder if he is Jesus. At 7 p.m., the classic
musical "Jesus Christ Superstar" will be
shown. Following, at 9:30 p.m. is the film
"Jesus in Montreal," which depicts an acting troupe who produces a passion play,
only to find that their lives begin to reflect
the play. Concluding the festival is Monty
Python's "The Life of Brian," a humorous
portrayal of Jesus as shown through Brian,
a boy born in the manger next door who is
mistaken as a Messiah.
Each film will be followed by a discus-

sion of how the film depicted Jesus, and
how this might affect a viewer's conception of Jesus. The question is important to
viewers, both religious and non religious,
because the interpretations of Jesus as portrayed through the film represent deeper
divisions in the conception of Jesus. For
example, was Jesus more human, with
human emotions, as is emphasized in the
gospel of Mark, or is another interpretation, perhaps one that describes him as
more divine, more appropriate? Which,
then, can be considered the historically
correct version of Jesus? UMeth president
Prairie Cutting said that the club has
"intentionally chosen a variety of films that
show Jesus or Christ-like figures in varying
ways," so that while none might be "historically accurate," they generally
"embody the spirit of Christ's teachings."
The question that arises, however, when
considering cinematic portrayals of Jesus is
how much leeway should be given before
a particular portrayal is outside of the

mainstream interpretation of Jesus.
Furthermore, how should one react to a
film, such as Gibson's recent release, which
has been charged with inciting antiSemitism because of its interpretation of
the passion of Jesus?
While difficult to answer, organizers
say that the event was designed so these
types of questions can be answered, and so
that discourse can take place among a variety of points of views and backgrounds.
They stress that non-Christian and nonreligious students can find these films just
as powerful. Perhaps equally important,
the event was planned to be an entertaining forum through which to understand
these conflicting interpretations. As
Cutting put it, "People who like musicals
... may enjoy 'Jesus Christ Superstar,' and
who doesn't enjoy a little irreverent British
humor by the Monty Python crew?"

Tim Baars is a student at the University of
Puget Sound.

"Hellboy": A comic book movie that's funny, cheesy and entertaining for all

Photo courtesy yahoo.com

HELLBOY, A LADIES MAN?—Imagine how horrible it
must feel to realize that this demon gets girls and you don't.
By Will Coward

A&E Writer
While walking to my car after seeing "Hellboy," I saw
a lanky kid with farmer jeans and a red T-shirt dancing
outside his dad's car. Originally, I was going to write a
somewhat negative review of the movie. But now I think
the dancing boy probably had more insight towards the
spirit of the film than I did. Hellboy is entertaining, cheesy
and funny; it's obvious that the filmmakers had fun making it.
The film begins with a secret Nazi organization, led by

Rasputin, who opens a dimension to hell in order to bring
back a creature to help Hitler take over the world. The
attempt is thwarted by American soldiers who discover a
little red creature who was brought over from the other
dimension. They name him Hellboy. The film jumps to the
present day, and we learn that the U.S. government uses
Hellboy, played by Ron Perlman, for protection against
monsters. Hellboy is kept in isolation much of the time
and the government denies his existence. He, along with
the scientist who discovered him and a telepathic
amphibi-man, lead a team who protect the public against
supernatural creatures. Hellboy also has a love interest,
played by Selma Blair, who has a defect where fire resonates from her body when provoked, leading to huge
explosions.
Hellboy's nemeses in the film are Rasputin and his two
sidekicks, a German femme-fatale and a man in armor
who uses retractable swords with deadly precision. At
first, the characters and environment in the film seem
unfitting of one another. But part of the charm of the
movie, and probably the comic book, is the slightly off-kilter mix of elements.
The film creates a gothic atmosphere, typical of many
movie adaptations of comic books. We are rarely shown
daylight, and when we are it is either raining or snowing.
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But the dark corridors and underground do not keep
Hellboy from being upbeat. All of the characters seem to
enjoy life, even Hellboy, who is angered easily and seeks
acceptance from outsiders (he files his horns to look more
normal). The conflicts between the characters are not bor- •
ing or taken too seriously, either. They get in fights, but
always have mutual respect.
"Hellboy" remains entertaining with fast-paced action
sequences that advance the story. Unlike the superfluous
action sequences in movies such as "The Matrix
Reloaded," the chase scenes in "Hellboy," although a bit
lengthy, lead to some new pieces" of information. Also,
the action sequences in "Hellboy" are usually concluded
with some fresh dialogue that reminds us not to take the
movie too seriously. For example, after electrocuting himself in order to destroy a ferocious monster, Hellboy lights
his cigar and says, "I'm fireproof, you're not."
Hellboy maintains an excitable, intense and comical
tone that appeals to all ages. Overall, the filmmakers strike
•
a balance between serious violence and character development, comical dialogue and action sequences. It is
worth seeing, but r6frientbantW
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"Eternal Sunshine" redefines romantic comedy
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•
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LIKE ANY RELATIONSHIP: THIS WON'T
LAST—Carrey and Winslet show surprising

romantic chemistry with eachother in "Sunshine."
By Shelly Gustafson
A&E Assistant Editor
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To what extent should you go to eradicate
bad memories and heartache? Can we really
affect the role of fate in our lives? How much do
the people around us inform who we are as individuals? All of these ideas and more are the central themes behind the plot of "Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind," a modern romantic comedy with a science fiction twist that gives an elaborate and significant look into the complexities
of life and memory.
Director Michel Gondry teams up once again
with screenwriter Charlie Kaufman ("Being John
Malkovich," "Adaptation") for this mind-bending look into the human psyche and heart.
Gondry and Kaufman make a good team, as
Gondry is able to bring visual reality to
Kaufman's intricate concepts while also providing incredibly memorable scenes and images.
Jim Carrey takes a serious turn as Joel Barish,
a socially inept New Yorker searching for meaning and substance in life. Unlike Carrey's usual
slapstick performances ("Ace Ventura," "Mask")
"Eternal Sunshine" forces him to downplay his
quirks to create a complex and realistic male protagonist. A testament, perhaps, to the talents of
Gondry and Kaufman is that Carrey does not
entirely steal the show since other actors are
given the opportunity to shine with complex
characters and scenes to flesh out. One notable

example of this is Carrey's co-star Kate Winslet.
Winslet ("Titanic," "Quills") shows her versatility as Clementine Kruczynski (Clem), a selfdescribed "nutso" and bookstore employee.
Winslet magically makes her character both lovable and detestable at the same time, and in
doing so makes her remarkably human.
The plot revolves around the recently broken
up Joel as he deals with his new single status.
He doesn't understand why his ex, Clem, is pretending to not know who he is. He quickly discovers that Clem has had her memories of their
relationship erased from her mind by Dr.
Howard Mierzwiak (Tom Wilkinson) who has
developed a system to systematically delete specific memories from his patients' minds. Joel
goes to see him to try to understand what happened to Clem and, in a revengeful moment,
decides he wants the procedure too.
Several comedic moments take place in the
doctor's office as Joel prepares for his procedure.
One is a blink and your miss it momoent of a
woman in the waiting room sitting with all of
her dogs belonings to lose the memories of her it
after its death. Another is Joel tentatively asking
if the procedure causes brain damage and
Mierzwiak replaying, "Technically it is brain
damage."
The second half of the movie mainly takes
place in Joel's apartment as Mierzwiak's technicians, Stan (Mark Ruffalo) and Patrick (Elijah
Wood), and secretary, Mary (Kirsten Dunst), perform Joel's procedure while he sleeps.
Unfortunately, Joel realizes too late that losing
his memories of his time with Clem includes losing all of the good memories as well.
This is where Gondry is truly able to shine as
he manages to shift seamlessly through flashes
of memory, fantasy, and reality while never
allowing the audience to lose their way. The
memories begin with the horror of the couples
break-up (where I started to question if the two
should be together) to the sweet moments of the
start of their relationship (where the viewer is
able to see just how much Clem forced the reluctant Joel out of his shell). The memories include
a beautiful and eternal lake scene where the two
lie down on the frozen ice as well as the odd and
mysterious sight of Carrey splashing around in a
kitchen sink. But even with the weird moments
it never loses its relevant and truthful edge created by the imperfections of the characters and
their relationship.
"Eternal Sunshine" is not a movie see if you
do not feel like questioning and thinking. The
very structure of the piece forces audience participation throughout the hour and fifty minutes
and leaves them going home with questions that
the film never really attempts to answer.

Shelly Gustafson is an English major.

Pedro the Lion creates great
music with a return to innocence
By Chad Asmussen

A&E Editor
There is no greater fear for college student than having to actually graduate. Unless you're planning on working as a male or
female gigolo, no longer will you
be able to spend your nights getting sauced in your friends basePhoto courtesy Pedrothelion.com
ment to prepare for the unending
ACHILLIES HEEL—Pedro the
rejection of the opposite sex that
Lion releases their new CD,
you will never understand and
"Achilles Heel," next May.
then wake-up post-noon the next
day in your own vomit. Yes, these
glorious days are over, but not for the lucky few.
I believe David Bazan, lead singer for Pedro the Lion, has been able to
successfully maintain his innocence after being six albums deep in a
career. On his newest album, to be released in mid to late May, entitled
"Achilles Heel," he maintains his sobriety on issues such as relationships,
a Marxist labor perspective and of course on humanity's oldest pastime,
getting f***ed up.
Last year he intoxicated a crowd at our fine institution with his pretty
melodies and witty red wine-driven question and answer banters
between songs. In both his live performance and song writing, it is evident that politics is an important issue for him. In the song, "A Simple
Plan" Bazan sarcastically writes, "The class war is over and everyone
wins/ its such a simple plan." He has made himself the spokesman for the
blue-collar man against what he seems to believe is a structural problem
in our society. "Dishonest Politicians" are also frequently the villains in his
tall tales.
Although he maintains a strict perspective on his view of the world, he
nonetheless continues a self-deprecating sense of humor and humility
that make his songs so loveable. He may not like or agree with "the Man,"
but he is able to recognize the infallibility of all humanity, most likely
predicated on strong Christian beliefs.
His newest album is arguably Pedro the Lion's best album to date. It
maintains the mellow oceanic sound that is standard on any Pedro the
Lion record. The album is consistently solid with rich melodies and sad,
clever lyrics that intimidate the gregarious nature of getting older.
Standout tracks such as "The Fleecing," "Transcontinental," and "A
Simple Plan" make the album a unique pleasure and triumphant return of
great storytelling in song.
On "Achilles," he distances himself from, or at least more cleverly disguise his Christian faith, which is more evident in previous albums. Even
if it's not intentional, this seems to be a good career move allowing him to
build a larger fan base that his music may have distanced in the past.
There are still references to his faith such as the song, "The Fleecing,"
which describes his struggles with faith, he sings, "I could tell you why I
doubt it/ and why I still believe it/ and why I need it/ and what the
Farcies don't see."
He seems to be just as unsure of himself as he was on his first LP, "It's
Hard to Find a Friend." As in life, the innocence will never truly be lost.
Bazan's humility is where he finds and will continue to find success.
"Achilles Heel" may be nothing new, but why change what works. Maybe
that is why even a born again Christian such as Bazan can still find time
for a drink or two.

Chad Asmussen is a better dancer than you ... well not really.

The Coen brothers create more hilarity with their new film "Ladykillers"

•

By Loren Hall
A&E Writer

The world is filled with beautifully different people, and nowhere is this fact funnier
and more entertaining than in the Coen brother's latest dark comedy, "The Ladykillers."
Set along the borders of the Mississippi, this film has some absolutely ridiculous characters who find themselves involved in a classic heist plot which eventually goes awry.
Even in the most hair-brained of schemes and odd personas there is truth, and it is in the
recognition of this truth that humor emerges. The Coen brothers seem to have a supers glue grasp of this, and they use it to make one of the most clever comedies we've seen in
a while.
The center of these characters is Marva Munson, an elderly black woman who joyfully attends her spirited gospel church and maintains a relationship with her late husband
by conversing regularly with his large portrait which hangs in her living room. She is
also deeply concerned about her cat, Pickles, who has a tendency to get into trouble. Irma
P. Hall is not only completely convincing in this role, but also manages to bring levels of
compassion and enthusiasm to situations which become simply hilarious, like when she
speaks with the Sheriff to complain about the neighbor boys' "hippity hop" music. She
is visited by professor Goldthwait Higginson Dorr (played sleazily by Tom Hanks) who
dresses and speaks as if he were straight from the pages of his own favorite author, Edgar
Allen Poe. The professor tells Marva that he wishes to rent one of the rooms in Mrs.
Munson's house in order to pursue his love of Renaissance music, which seems innocent
enough.
•
His real intent, however, is quite devious: he intends to rob the nearby riverboat casino, and he has accumulated one of the more random teams imaginable for the job. We
meet a stone-faced Asian General with extensive tunneling experience, a brainless football player who is the hired muscle, and a jack-of-all trades named Garth Pancake aided
by his lifetime partner Mountain Girl. Finally, there's Gawain MacSam, played by
Marlon Wayans, who is the "inside man" because he has a custodial job at the casino,
although he has a hard time keeping it. They set up shop in Mrs. Munson's root cellar
and begin digging their way towards the casino's fortune, quickly grabbing their oddly
shaped Renaissance instruments in apparent rehearsal whenever Mrs. Munson peeks
down the stairwell to check on them.
The film is a remake of a 1955 film of the same name starring Alec Guinness as the

professor. The newer film, however, approaches the story with an appreciation for the
absurd, and it really pays off. Each of the characters gets their own unique introduction
and end up leaving the story in their own appropriate ways. The Coen brothers were
very careful to keep the audience identifying with all the characters up until just the right
point when we realize whose side to take. They are also very successful in crafting the
Southern Mississippi setting and culture as a backdrop for the motley crew, from the rich
music to the trademark accents.
Although Hanks gives a very funny performance, the best part of this movie is easily
Mrs. Munson. From the stranger's perspective she is from an earlier time, and somewhat
naïve; many use this to judge her as weak. However, her conviction and honesty are
eventually rewarded. This is a character we haven't given much critical thought to in
film, and it's time that we did. Nearly everything about this movie is funny in its own
uniqueness, but we see enough of Mrs. Munson's life to appreciate what's really important to her. I can't speak for any other audience member, but it led me to identify with an
older southern black woman much more than I thought I would. Throughout the movie
you can't help but laugh at her, but you can also learn a little as well, making this movie
redeemable in many ways.

Loren Hall is a super guy.
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ALWAYS KILLIN' THE LADIES

—

Tom Hanks gives another stunning performance as

Goldthwait Higginson Dorr in the 1955 remake "Ladykillers."

•
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Dance fever returns to UPS with RDG
because everyone's invited to join and participate. Kulis added that "the more dancers
we have, the more diverse we become."
Schafer, the new president this semester, has her hands full with presidential duties
and choreographing three different pieces. She stays busy, but says that it's "time spent
doing something I love and well worth every moment." She's excited for the upcoming
performances and hoping for a big turnout as she stated, "having a big audience filled
with friends" makes the show that much better.
Kulis reiterates that everyone's basic goal is simply connecting with the audience,
showing off all the energy that they have been building up backstage.
The best thing about RDG? For Schafer, it's the "exhilaration of stepping on stage and
those moments just before the song starts." According to Karn, she's mostly excited
because "I'm dancing with all of the people I've become friends with."
Kulis seems to sum it up best by saying, "For those few minutes on the stage, I'm no
longer Natasha, stressed out college student with a million things to do; I'm just a
dancer."
Dance your hearts out, RDG kids.
Rachel is hideously uncoordinated, which is why she dances like a crazy teenager when no
one's watching...

•
•

•

Lisa Arnold/ASUPS Photo Services

GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE FUN

—

Come Friday and Saturday and see these hot ladies

in pink dance, dance, dance.
By Rachel Decker

•

A&E Writer
I'm warning you now that on April 9 and 10, at 7:30 p.m, the Fieldhouse is going to be
the place to be. It's that time of year for those fancy-footed kids to strut their stuff out on
the dance floor, as RDG returns yet again to give one of their all-star performances.
This semester, expect RDG to be just as promising as ever. President Dorothy Schafer
said that "the show is going to be really fantastic!" Jazz, hip-hop and lyrical are on the
slate again, but keep your eyes out for Irish, flag and country/jazz dances as well. And
the music is definitely as diverse; according to choreographer Natasha Kulis, one can
expect to hear anything from Missy Elliott to Bjork to Sheryl Crow. Also because the
show's in the Fieldhouse, "it has an entirely different atmosphere than the fall show,
which is in the theatre," Kulis added.
Kulis, a choreographer for the past four semesters, said she choreographs for the challenge, the rush of excitement and also for a chance at self-expression. Kulis said that it
keeps getting better and better, as the talent in her dancers continues to grow. And one
of the best parts about being a choreographer for Kulis is observing her peers.
"Being a choreographer, it's always nice to see the other styles ... sometimes I look at
a dance and I think, wow, I would have never heard the music they way they do," she
said.
Dancer Erin Karn is in two dances this semester — a hip-hop/lyrical dance choreographed by Emily Young and an Irish dance choreographed by Emily Bliss. When asked
why she participates, she said, "It's fun! You get to meet people you wouldn't normally
meet! And, of course, the dancing's always fun!" After participating in RDG for three
semesters, Karn has noticed that RDG is more fun and diverse than the other dance
groups she's been in.
As one already knows, RDG is completely student-run, funded and organized, and it's
because of this that RDG is so unique. As Kulis said, it's a club that "encourages people
to express themselves." It's also one of the biggest and most open clubs on campus,

Engine House No. 9
Restaurant
Brewery
Come Visit The Historic E-9
Serving U.P.S. Friends & Faculty For 30 Years
Burgers & Sandwiches, E-9 Specialties, Pizza, Pasta & Steaks
and of course tasty Appetizers including our "Breasts of Fire"

•

•

Lisa. Arnold! ASU PS Photo Services

COME FLY WITH ME—Jess Wise and Katie Cugno prepare for a fine performance at
RDG this year.
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Daily: 4;15, 6;45,011
Sat/Silo:00, 2%00, 415, 6:45, 9110

Complete line of fresh ales from our Award Winning Brewery

Monday All you can eat Spaghetti Dinner $4.95
Tuesday Taco Night (E-9 Beer Pints $2.50 All Day)
Wednesday Quiz Night - Win Appetizers, Beer, or Pop
Thursday is Ladies Night / Karaoke I $2.50 Wells
Sunday "Grande" Bloody Marys and Margaritas
(Free Movie & Popcorn Sunday Night)
Year Round DIRECTV Sports Viewing Packages
611 North Pine Street, Tacoma (253) 272-3435 Visit Us Online at www.ehouse9.com

NEW IN TACOMA!
IC ITALIAN 61 LATIN FOOD

Value Priced Dining for Lunch and Dinner

Attention U.P.S. : Now enjoy classic Italian and subtle Latin cuisine impeccably
prepared and presented by our Executive Chef and delectable specialty desserts
made by our staff baker.
Make Ricardo's your choice for special occasions (Proms, Dances, Birthdays, Anniversaries) or for everyday. Our Piano Lounge features premium spirits, an extensive
martini list and exotics and one of Tacoma's largest wine lists. (Banquet Facilities)
2811-6th Avenue, Corner of 6th & Pine next to Engine House No.9

Reservations accepted at (253) 383-9393
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Tickets a r ea $4 with
your current student ID!
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606 Fawcett Ave1253-593-44741grandcinema.com
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More Filler, Half the Funny

Birth of son takes second to Escalade purchase as Father's most cherished memory
SUV way better than
family
By Eric Satie

Guest Writer

a

Tacoma native Jim Howards has
often wondered what it is that makes
a man, possibly after seeing the
Revolution Studios release "Hellboy"
and its frequent utterance of the same
quesiton. Nonetheless, his traditional
answer has been sidelined recently.
"When the guys asked me, 'Hey
Jim, what was your best day?"' said
Howards. "I always responded that it
was the birth of my son Jim Junior,
which was a miraculous event. No
doubt, a beautiful day. Made me so
proud of my wife. But now I'd have

to say it's the Slade."
The "Slade" would
be Howards' new
Cadillac Escalade, the
purchase of which has
usurped all other life
achievements.
"Everything I've done
and worked for culminates in this vehicle,"
Howards said.
Photo courtesy hometown.aol.com
The
38-year-old
WORK OF GOD?—Howards' "baby," which he has
intellectual property named Toby.
lawyer has had his eye
on the $53,000 behemoth for over a the highways with the 6.0 L, V8
engine, though she is as of yet
year, putting off other projects like
finishing the basement or funding unaware that the same SUV is conJim Junior's future college tuition to sidered more dear to her husband
than their wedding.
finance the purchase.
Eric leases a Kia, which pales in comSusanne Howards, his wife, does
parison to the time he met Mel Gibson.
like the authority she can wield on

Students protest...something...that's bad...(sigh)...
Some new injustice has
come up, or is back, we
don't know
By Arvo Part

•

a

Staff Writer
There is a special type of person
that just doesn't back down when
they hear, "Life's not fair." They are
alert to the many injustices in the
world, and it is their calling to do
what they can. Nay, what they must.
A new development on campus
has forced several students to cry out
"Social Injustice!" And by several
students, we mean around three or
four.
What is this gross violation of our
rights? It is something which cuts to
the heart of our so-called egalitarian
society, which divides the population

according to their age and their proclivities. The infraction on our souls
is, of course, President Thomas's
recent Wine Tasting at his home.
The University President and his
wife, Mary Thomas, invited a group
of seniors — notice the immediate
exclusion of 75% of the student body,
thereby creating an elitism-based
organization — into their den of
injustice for consumption of wine.
Even if one is to ignore the flagrant third world inequities rooted in
the wine industry (Hello! Chile?
Agentina?), there is still the issue of
our University leader promoting an
agenda of intoxication among the
senior population.
What if there were students who
wanted to join the President for a little evening dialogue, but could not
drink alcohol? Where is their justice?
WHERE, GODDAMMIT?
Oh sure, the President hosts

Fireside Dinners, which don't even
offer vegan food. If someone is a
lacto-ovo-popo-roboto-vegetarian,
what are they to do? STARVE?
We are used to injustices abroad,
and even on our own shores. But on
our own University soil, well, that is
hard to stomach. Frankly, it's despicable. Together we must correct such
a human rights violation. Down with
elitism! Down with drug-addled
Presidential events!
Ghandhi once said, "Unity is not
borne from division, but from love,"
or something similar. I don't know.
The point is, Ghandhi would not
approve of such an injustice. Act
now; if you don't, what is next? I'll
tell you: Fascism. There, I said it.

Arvo believes utopia is a realistic goal,
just so long as everyone likes soy, Bob
Marley and GORP.

Pointless corner!

Cung Fu Corner
by Ninja Tim

Ninja Tim has twenty-five Words to capture the essence
of a film, and for this we pay him in fortune cookies.
"Jackie Chan's First Strike" (1996)
Quintessential Chan: Passive, likeable, Hong Kong cop defeats the head
of the KGB and rescues rogue nuclear
warhead with humor, ladders and
koala underpants.

Ninja Tim's a little dissapointed his kung fu porno
was not included in this year's Foolish Pleasures:

...vnbat Zone

Pontificates:
What do you think of the
ongoing anti-U.S. sentiment in the Middle East?

"Well, now my
study abroad plans
for Qatar are
screwed, so thanks,
Bush."
Bernice Hough
Sophomore

"I'm an English
major, so I don't
really care."
Jeff Spitzer
juntor

a
Since P & G majors have been going nuts lately, spouting all sorts of End of
Days worries, we've decided to look into the areas of interest around the globe so
that you, reader, can feel up-to-date ... and depressed.

"All of this can be
fixed by voting for
Nader this
November. Wait —
I'm sorry, I'm a
moron."
Donna Feman , :-z
Syphon/oil

Palestine: As you may know, Hamas leader Shiekh Yassin was
assassinated last week. With rockets dropped from the sky. Needless to say, Israel has some worries over retaliation. STATUS:
Screwed.

a

Iraq: Americans' burnt bodies strung up by angered mobs ... Shiite
militiamen have killed at least 12 US soldiers this week ... and we
are a month away from the anniversary of Bush's declaration that
all major combat in Iraq was finished. STATUS: F*cked.
Bolivia: A miner in l.a Paz blew himself ancl two others up in the
Congress building because of late pension pay. STATUS: WTF?

"It's AA+
kins!"
Phil Billings
Sophomore

Ghana: No news to report. STATUS: Good News.
United States: "King Lear" opens to rave reviews on Broadway.
STATUS: Awesome!

6

Haiti: Commercial airline routes between Port-au-Prince to
Orlando have been temporarily suspended. Updates to follow.

Photo courtesy marl sp,Ark.com

JUST CHILLIN—Ain't no kamikaze
bombings in Ghana!

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. If you are interested in applying for Th Combat Zone for next
year, know this: plagiarizing The Onion takes a lot of work. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Loggers solidify tourney status with wins
Women two behind
Linfield, men three behind
Whitman in NWC

Willamette Bearcats and dropping matches
to the Linfield Wildcats. Only two conference games remain for each team, and the
wins over Willamette ensured that the
fourth-place Logger men will finish no
worse than a sixth seed, and the Logger
By Phil Hawkins
women, currently second in the conferSports Writer
ence, no worse than fourth.
The men had no trouble dismantling
With four matches remaining on the the Bearcats (1-8) April 2 in Salem, Ore.
regular season schedule, the seeding for
UPS (8-5, 6-4 NWC) won all seven of their
the Northwest Conference tennis tourna- matches against Willamette, ensuring
ment became a little more certain for the
themselves a season sweep over the strugPuget Sound men's and women's teams gling Bearcats.
against some feisty 'Cats.
Willamette has been a welcome oppoEach club split their matches over the nent for the Loggers this season — Puget
weekend of April 2-4, getting wins over the Sound went a combined 14-0 against them
this year.
"In our first
meeting we handled the Bearcats
fairly easily, so my
main focal point
was to not look past
these guys and look
ahead to Linfield,"
coach Chet Dawson
said. "We learned
that lesson in last
year's tournament,
and as a result, take
no team lightly."
Juniors Rogers
Hawley and Trent
Neugebauer scored
Ashley Duplanty/ASUPS Photo Services
AND TAKE THAT!—Two Loggers compete in a doubles match
impressive victories
against Wilamette. Puger Sound finished their season series against
for the Loggers,
the Bearcats with a 16-2 record.
leading the team as

the #1 and #2 seeded
singles. Hawley came
away with an impressive 6-0, 6-2 win, while
Neugebauer 's effort
was equally notable.
He won his match 6-2,
6-3.
The Puget Sound
women (11-3, 8-2)
faired just as well
against Willamette (3-9,
2-7), as the Loggers
were once again paced
by their #1 seed, Taryn
Anderson. Anderson's
Ashley Duplanty/ASUPS Photo Services
6-2, 6-1 win in singles GET DOWN WIT YO BAD SELF—One Logger reaches
play was only out- down for a tough shot as another watches on, during the
matched by her 8-1
Loggers' win over Willamette on April 2. Puget Sound has two
doubles victory with matches remaining before the conference tournament.
partner Courtney
Anderson and Clevenger were the lone
Dunham.
"On Friday against Willamette, I think bright spots against the Wildcats. By winning their singles matches, each player
everyone played very well as we were getting pumped up to play Linfield. I think went undefeated over the weekend.
"(Anderson) remains undefeated this
Taryn and I played one of our best doubles
year and has a chance to go into the UPS
matches together," Dunham said.
Other notable victories came from record books as the only UPS female tennis
Dunham 6-2, 6-3 and Molly Clevenger, 6-1, player to go undefeated for the entire sea6-2. Alyssa Sidoff and Melissa Snyder con- son, playing at the number one position,"
tinued to dominate in doubles play, win- Dawson said.
With the conference tournament schedning 8-6. Sidoff and Snyder have been
uled
for April 16-17 in Yakima, Wash., the
matched up as doubles partners seven
tennis teams are getting set for the final
times this season and have won every
stretch of the season. The men's team
match.
"Alyssa and Melissa played really well needs to win their two, final conference
in the doubles. It was a tough one and they matches against the Pacific. Lutheran Lutes
(9-6, 8-1) and the George Fox Bruins (1-10)
stayed strong throughout the entire
in order to secure the fourth seed in the
match," Dunham said.
The following day against Linfield, tournament.
The women have all but secured a secthe Loggers were not as successful. The
men competed hard, but only managed ond place finish in the regular season.
For men and women (6/19/04 – 8/27/04).
to pull out two wins in a 2-5 loss to the Although the Whitman Missionaries (9-5,
Spend your summer in a beautiful setting while in
third place Wildcats (8-8, 8-2). Noah 7-3) remain only one game behind, the
Swanson came away with a 7-6, 6-3 win Loggers defeated the Missionaries earlier
worthwhile employment! Hidden Valley Camp (Granite Falls,
in singles, and Jeff Belzer played equally in the season, securing the tiebreaker in the
WA) needs:counselors, lifeguards, driver/maintenance staff,
event both teams end, with the same
well, winning 6-1, 6-3.
record.
Against
one
of
the
top
three
teams
in
RN, program staff, kitchen staff and more.
Puget Sound needs to cvaitivoi*giriebf
the league, coach Dawson knew that
Room/Board/Salary. Call the HVC office at (425) 844-8896
winning the doubles matches were cru- the matches against Pacific Lutheran (7-7,
6-3) and George Fox (8-8, 6-5) in order to
cial.
or email us at: hiddencalleycamp@earthlink.net for
"We have come so close, but still officially claim the second seed in the conmore information.
seem to fall one point behind. Three ference tournament. From there, the
Loggers have their sights on top-seeded
three 8-6 losses in tennis terms
7 matches,
comes out to one point per match going Linfield.
"Even though we lost, we still have conthe other way could have turned the tide
fidence
that we can get them at the
in our favor," Dawson said.
The women were anxious to avenge Conference tournament," Dunham said. "I
their only conference loss against think our chances are very high that we
can pull it out against them."
Linfield (14-5, 10-0) but fell short in a 2-7
The Surgeon General reports that reading
loss. The Loggers began with three conSports WriterPhilliawkins' articles will
secutive 8-1 losses in doubles play, and
cause mild dementia and hallucinations.
couldn't recover from that point on.

•

•
•

•
•
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SUMMER CAMP JOBS

THE CELLAR HAS EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS FOR
THE FABULOUS UPS CAMPUS COMMUNITY!
JIFF SMOOTH CRUNCHY PEANUT BUTTER
ADAM'S ALL-NATURAL PEANUT BUTTER
FRESH CUT APPLES WITH CARAMEL
FRESH STRAWBERRIES WITH FUDGE SAUCE
TAZO TEAS AND JUICES
ORGANIC, VEGAN, AND VEGETARIAN
BURRITOS AND WRAPS
ORGANIC WALNUT FUDGE EARS
ORGANIC HAPPY PLANET JUICES
ORGANIC SOY SMOOTHIES
ORGANIC BLACKBERRY COBBLER BARS
ORGANIC ALBACORE TUNA
VZSZT THE CELLAR AND
CHECK OUT TNESE DELXCIOUS
NEW PRODUCTS TODAY!
CALL 879-FOOD TO PLACE AN ORDER

•

Logger sports on tap
Softball:
April 9, vs. Linfield — 2 p.m,
April 10, vs. Willamette — noon

•

Baseball:
April 9, vs. Lewis & Clark — noon
April 10, vs. Lewis & Clark — noon
Women's lacrosse:
April 9, at Redlands University, Redlands, Calif. — 1 p.m.
April 10, at Whittier College, Whittier, Calif. — 1 p.m.
April 11, at Claremont-McKenna, Claremont, Calif. — noon
Track and field:
April 10, Shotwell Invitational, Baker Stadium
Women's tennis:
April 9, at George Fox, Newberg, Ore.

—

—

9 am.

2 p.m.

Men's tennis:
April 9, at George Fox, Newberg, Ore. — 3:30 p.m.

•
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Women's lacrosse continues coastal control
Loggers finish second in 24-team field,
record five wins against college teams
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer

•

a

Women's lacrosse went south on April 3 and 4 and
stole the show from numerous Division I and II clubs and
varsity teams in the largest lacrosse tournament on the
West Coast.
Stanford University hosts the annual Western States
and invites numerous teams from across the western half
of the U.S. The Loggers finished second overall in the 24team field.
"That was the best we've played all year," Megan
Nelson said after the weekend.
April 3 was a day of injury arbitrage for the Loggers,
as they suffered two major injuries against the San Diego
State University Aztecs. Attacker Carrie Sabochik suffered a severely sprained ankle and had to be carted off
the field. Midfielder and senior leader Natasha Nicolai
took a stick to the teeth, losing one on the field. Neither
was able to play the next day, and Sabochik is still doubtful for this week's match-ups.
The University of Colorado was Puget Sound's first
match-up on April 3, and the Loggers won easily by a
score of 10-3.
"That was probably our easiest game of the tournament," coach Beth Bricker said afterwards. Nicolai led the
Loggers on the scoreboard with four goals and Kate Cuno
had two as well. Cuno also kicked in two assists.
"Natasha played really well, and all her goals were
very timely," Bricker said.
UPS then faced the University of California, Santa
Barbara. The Loggers also took care of the Gouchos by a
score of 7-4.
Molly Downey led the offensive attack with two goals
and Sabochik pitched in two assists. Ella Brown, Kuno,
Nicolai, Erin O'Dwyer and Jamie Shumaker also picked
up goals. Bricker thought the game was under control at
all times.

Sports Writer

•

•

•

S

assists in her offensive domination. Bricker was especially complimentary of Holly Prehn and her four assists.
"She just had a great game, on the offensive side and
overall," Bricker said.
But the highlight of the game was when defensive
superstar Megan Nelson scored a goal for Loggers. "She
just ran all the way up the field with the ball," McDonald
said. "It was amazing. She had at least three great giveand-goes."
"This was a great game for us,"
Bricker said. "They're a very talented
team and we had to step up and really
play."
The championship game for the
Loggers provided a much stiffer test as
they played a San Francisco club team.
Most of the players on the San Francisco
team were older players, who had
played Division I lacrosse in college.
"They were really amazing," Nelson
said. "We played really well to keep it
close." The Loggers lost 10-1.
"We learned a lot in that game," Bricker said. "They
were faster than us and we had to adjust to that. Also,
Kristi [Hamilton] played great in goal. She had so many
great stops and worked well with the rest of the defense,
their score could've been much higher."
Picking up the lone goal for the Loggers was Ella
Brown.
There is no rest for the women's lacrosse team as they
head back to California to duel with Redlands, Whittier
and Claremont on April 9, 10 and 11, respectively. UPS
hopes to avenge a 18-9 loss to Claremont over spring
break.
The next, and final, home game for the Loggers is
Wednesday, April 4 at 3 p.m. against rival Linfield. The
Loggers are currently 1-1 this season against Linfield, and
are anxious to bounce back from the loss to the Wildcats,
also during the spring break trip to Dallas.
"We should not have lost that game, so we'll get them
this time," Bricker said.

Sports Writer Matt Stevens has a severe, crippling addiction
to all things chartreuse.

Stanley Cup playoffs promise true spring cheer
By Jeff Swiryn

•

"I never really was worried about losing that game,"
she said. "We were moving forward the entire time. We
really had no strategic issues."
The injury bug struck during the last game April 3, as
Sabochik and Nicolai were both struck down in the
match-up against San Diego State. Both injuries happened about halfway through the first half.
Even without one of the leading scorers and the captain of the midfield, the Loggers pulled
out another win, 5-3. Picking up the
big goals for the Loggers were
Whitney Mackman with two; Curio,
Downey and Nicolai each had one.
Bricker was proud of the win afterwards,
"They matched up very well speedwise and very physical," Bricker said.
"It was a very good win."
Nelson was impressed with how
the team pulled together even without
the two leaders
"We stepped up really well," she
said, "and were able to beat SDSU pretty soundly despite
losing those two. They really are core to the team. The
subs who came in played really well."
Midfielder Mo McDonald was especially proud of
Aileen Sutton and Schumaker stepping up in Sabochik's
place
"Aileen did an amazing job," McDonald said. "She
had a lot of field sense and knew when and where to cut.
Jamie had some amazing moves and great ball handling."
After going 3-0 on Saturday, the Loggers were the
number one seed going into the Sunday games.
The Loggers stayed hot on April 4, beating conference
rival Whitman by a score of 7-5. Ella Brown again led the
Loggers with three goals, while Mackman and Cuno both
added two.
"We played well, I thought, but we could've shot better," Bricker said.
In the second game of the day the Loggers matched-up
against Loyola Marymount, who they again proved victorious over by a score of 9-6. Mackman picked up four
goals and Cuno had three. Mackman also added two

There is no question that spring is a
great season, especially in Tacoma.
Birds are chirping, the
sun is shining and school is coming to a
close. Oh, I almost forgot to mention
March Madness, the end of baseball hibernation and playoff hockey.
Spring is undoubtedly a great time of
the year for anyone with a pulse, but it is
also an exciting season for sports fans,
especially those of us in the constantly
shrinking class of hockey fans.
With a lockout looming, the 2004 playoffs could be the last for a while, at least
with the teams in the current league. A
long enough strike could mean the end of
the NHL for less capital-endowed teams
like the Ottawa Senators, the fifth seed in
the Eastern Conference.
In addition to losing teams, the NHL
might see the loss of superstars, such as
Peter Forsberg, who have backup plans to
play in European leagues. If 2003-2004 is
the last hockey season before a hiatus, we
can at least be prepared for a memorable
playoff.
It took the Nashville Predators the
entire season, minus a day, to clinch the
final playoff spot in the West. (If they hadn't passed Edmonton, all six Canadian
teams would be in the playoffs.) Two factors contributed to their first playoff berth
in the history of the franchise. The first is
Steve Sullivan.
After being traded to Nashville from
the last-place Chicago Blackhawks, he
racked up 30 points in 22 games, including
six goals and six assists in his first six
games as a Predator. It's not a coincidence
that the Predators playoff push began right
around the time of the trade.
The second factor is goalie Thomas
Vokoun, who decided to wait until his
sixth year in the NHL to get any recognition between the pipes. How far will firsttime playoff goalie Vokoun take his team

in the post-season?
Their biggest chalblue
lenge is obviously the
line
first round against the
Detroit Red Wings.
blues
At the beginning
of the season, the Red
Wings had two
goalies signed to six million dollar contracts (Dominik Hasek and Curtis Joseph)
and Manny Legace. Now, they have an
injured Joseph and Legace, who put up
better numbers than the overpaid Cujo and
Hasek. Legace will probably start in the
playoffs, and although he has very little
playoff experience, Nashville's Vokoun has
none. The Wings will blow past the
Predators in no more than five games.
After a dismal 2002-2003 season, everybody thought the San Jose Sharks would
need about five to ten years of rebuilding
time, especially after losing Owen Nolan
and Teemu Selanne. At the beginning of
this season, the Sharks traded backup
goalie Miikka Kiprusoff to the Calgary
Flames for a measly second round pick in
2005. This trade happens to be, without
question, the trade of the year.
As a starter in Calgary, "Kipper" and
his 1.70 goals against average is the only
reason why the Flames are in the playoffs
(besides Jarome Iginla's 41 goals).
San Jose managed to play their best season in franchise history despite the losses
of two superstars, the goofiest, poorestarticulated coach in the history of professional hockey and without a blockbuster
trade. Their surprise season was enough to
win the Pacific division.
With the combination of superb defense
and penalty killing, an elite net minder in
Evgeni Nabokov and a solid backup (Vesa
Toskala), the Sharks will have no problem
doing away with the injury-riddled St.
Louis Blues in the first round. The Blues
have been a playoff team every season
since 1980, but the folks in St. Louis will
have to wait yet another year for their first
Stanley Cup.
The most exciting series in the West will
be the Dallas Stars vs. the Colorado

Avalanche, otherwise known as
Darth Vader vs.
Skeletor. This
match made in hell
will no doubt be a
seven game epic
thriller which
Dallas will win. The
Avs, even if the
"Big Six" forwards
were all healthy,
could not beat the
best goalie in the
Western
Conference, Marty
Turco, and his Stars,
Photo courtesy northstarshockey.com/ r9293.htm
who will make it SLIPPIN'—Dallas Stars center Mike Modano heads towards the
into the Conference ice against the Philadelphia Flyers, but his team should be headed
towards a Stanley Cup championship this spring.
Championship.
Two months
After a season-long battle between the
ago, I would have said that the Vancouver
Canucks would take out Calgary if they Ottawa Senators and the Toronto Maple
were to meet in the playoffs. But that was Leafs for the upper seed, Toronto clinched
it with a 6-0 victory in Ottawa on the last
before Todd Bertuzzi tried to get a piggyback ride from Steve Moore, resulting in day of the season. However, the real winMoore's neck being broken, and Bertuzzi's ner will be determined in the first round of
indefinite suspension. So we can all thank the playoffs, and I like Toronto in this
Bertuzzi when his team loses to Calgary in series, which will probably last seven
games.
round one.
The final series in the East is the Boston
In the East, the Tampa Bay Lightning
have six 20-goal scorers, and their 28 point Bruins against the Montreal Canadiens. In
lead in the Southeast division has given his first full NHL season Andrew Raycroft
them the top seed in the East. They will had an outstanding year in goal for Boston.
have no problem with the New York The Bruins' success in the playoffs is
dependent upon Raycroft, who hasn't falIslanders in the first round.
The defending Cup champion New tered much at all this season. Even after
they beat the Canadiens, Ed Belfour and
Jersey Devils are seeded sixth this year,
and will beat the Philadelphia Flyers in the Maple Leafs will be too much for
their first round. Even though Boston.
In the Stanley Cup we will see the
Philadelphia has home-ice advantage in
this series, they cannot beat Martin Toronto Maple Leafs and the Dallas Stars,
Brodeur (one of the three best goalies of all and Dallas will unfortunately win.
Simply stated, the West is better than
time) with Mark Recchi and Simon Gagne
the East. Let's hope that hockey lives to see
as their leading scorers.
Furthermore, one of their goalies is out another season, because, among other
things, the '04 Stars do not deserve the
for the season, maybe forever, with vertigo,
while the other, Robert Esche, is splitting same recognition that the '93 Blue Jays
time with Sean "Grandpa Simpson" Burke. received.
Sports Writer Jeff Swiryn knows that there
This goalie combination is no match for the
are no hockey rinks in the ... nevermind.
Devils.
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Loggers notch fourth straight win over Bruins
By Melissa Huggins
Sports Writer

The second half of the doubleheader was
more of the same, when the Loggers initiated a
quick offensive attack. They ran off six unanThe Loggers combined great hitting with great pitching swered runs in the first five innings alone, and
against George Fox on April 3 and 4 to sweep the series, 4- managed 14 hits overall to produce their seven
0. They improved their record to 10-10 overall, 7-5 NWC.
runs. "We were able to string a lot of hits
Playing two doubleheaders at home did not faze the
together, and we really stepped up our play
Loggers in the least. They came prepared, wanting to start a
this weekend," Buxton commented. Tara
winning streak for themselves. They have now won five Jansson led the attack, going four of four with
games in a row and are looking to increase the streak in four runs scored, and Marisa Gillaspie went
their upcoming games against Linfield and Willamette.
two of three with two hits and two RBIs.
In their first game, Puget Sound was led by the pitching
Weidkamp was on the mound in this game
of Jessica Roberts, who pitched a no-hitter in her first start for the Loggers, pitching all seven innings. She
of the season. Over the course of five innings, she struck out had three strikeouts and no walks in the 7-2 vicfour batters and only walked two. Roberts' pitching success
tory.
was backed up by an overall offensive effort, as three difThe Loggers refused to let George Fox
ferent players -- Jennifer Herod, Annie Buxton and Kelsey avenge their losses, earning themselves two
Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services
Weidkamp — each contributed two RBIs.
more wins in the second doubleheader.
SHE LISTENS TO TOM EMANSKI—A UPS slugger connects with a
From the bottom of the first inning, when Robin
Again, they jumped out to an early lead,
pitch from a George Fox pitcher during a Logger victory.
Humphreys smashed a two-run homerun, the Loggers bringing three runners home in the first inning
dominated offensively. They had several successful steals, alone. Through the next three innings, defense
to shorten the gap, 5-3. Soon, they had the bases loaded
and it took the Loggers just eight hits to accumulate their was the name of the game, as neither side could manage to with no outs and easily could have taken the lead if not for
nine runs. The Loggers were also solid defensively, led by get a run. The Loggers finally increased their lead by one at the efforts of Roberts. Her focused, determined pitching,
Roberts' pitching. The Bruins gained one run, unearned, on the bottom of the fifth, but the Bruins responded by getting
allowing just three hits over the whole game, allowed the
the only Puget Sound error of the game, leaving the final
themselves on the board at the top of the sixth with one run.
Loggers to maintain their lead and complete the sweep.
score 9-1 in favor of UPS.
Puget Sound was not about to let them stage a comeback, Roberts also helped herself out offensively, going three of
however, and they ensured their victory by three with a run and an RBI, while teammate Kayla Wells
adding two more in the bottom of the inning.
added a double and an RBI.
Freshman Adriane Herlache pitched all
For her efforts over the weekend, going 2-0, as well as
seven innings for the Loggers, allowing just four
throwing a no-hitter in her first start, Roberts was honored
hits and striking out three. Her teammates as the NWC Pitcher of the Week as well as the UPS Female
backed her offensively, with Humphreys and Athlete of the Week. She allowed just three hits, walked six
Gillaspie each having two hits and an RBI, as and struck out seven, lowering her ERA to 1.07.
well as Buxton driving in two runs on her first
Over the course of the four game series, the Logger baseat bat of the day.
runners were also on fire, stealing 13 bases. That brings
Concerning the stellar pitching all weekend, their total to 28 this season, with both jansson and Maren
Buxton said, "It gives us a lot of confidence as Buck having nine steals each.
hitters. It's nice to know that if we got the runs,
A difficult weekend awaits the Loggers 4cing the first
the pitching was going to be there to back us place Linfield Wildcats and the second -place Willamette
up."
Bearcats. In their previous meetings with both teams, the
The Loggers also made sure that they capi- Wildcats edged the Loggers by just one run in both games
ta li7ed on the Bruins' four errors, and continued
played, and the Bearcats split a two game series with UPS.
to execute smart base-running in the 6-1 victory. The Loggers feel that they have prepared, and they will be
Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services
In game two, the Loggers built themselves ready. "We are looking forward to hosting the NWC's best,"
REELIN' IT IN—Loggers' infielder Maren Buck fields a groundball
another lead, ahead 5-1 going into the fifth. The coach Robin Hamilton said.
during one of the four Logger wins over George Fox on April 3 and 4.
Bruins raffled, capitalizing on two Logger errors
Sports Writer Melissa Huggins has a nougat deficiency.
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Crew dominates NCRC
as women, men sweep
Women move into
sixth-place ranking in
national poll
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Puget Sound crew continued to
impress at the NCRC Invitational
April 3. The Logger men were victorious in both men's varsity eight races
as well as the varsity four race. The
Logger women experienced similar
success, with first and second place
finishes in the varsity eights.
For the Loggers' second regatta of
the year they traveled to Vancouver
Lake, Vancouver, WA, to take part in
the NCRC Invitational. Prior to the
competition coach Sam Taylor commented, "We're hoping for better
conditions."
Better conditions indeed, the past
two weeks had proven to be nightmarish for the Loggers, who were
forced to cancel their season opening
regatta due to bad weather, and the
following week endured high winds
and cold temperatures on an uncooperative, choppy lake. At Vancouver
Lake, however, the Loggers were
treated to beautiful, warm weather
and little wind.
The Invite was important, also,
because the Loggers raced against
two of their conference rivals,

Willamette and Humboldt State.
"(We're) looking forward to the
regatta," Taylor said, "to seeing
Willamette and Humboldt before the
NCRC championships in late April."
The Loggers didn't really get a good
look at WU and HS, since each team
was in the Loggers' wake all day. But
they did get enough of a glance at the
competition to realize they were in
good shape for the NCRC championships.
After the race, coach Taylor commented on the team's success, "We
had an incredible day of racing at
Vancouver Lake. The UPS varsity
team had a huge showing, placing
first in every varsity eights race up
until the open women's eight, in
which we were a strong second to
Western Washington. Conditions
were fantastic all day and we got
great times from the course there."
The Loggers' stellar performance in
Vancouver wasn't the only cause for
celebration either, on March 31 the
women's varsity eight moved up to
number six in the Collegiate Rowing
Association Poll.
The Loggers have off April 10, as
they prepare for the
Meyer /Lamberth Cup held April 17,
where they will face PLU in a dual
meet.
Sports Writer Sean Duade once caddied for the Dalai Lama himself—
twelfth son of the Lama. The flowing
robes, the grace, bald ... striking.
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